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Abstract
A modern general circulation Inmodel of the Southern Ocean with one-sixth of a degree
resolution is optimized to the observed ocean in a weighted least squares sense. Con-
vergeIce toward( the state estimate solution is carried out b)y systematically a(djust-
ing the control variables (prescribed atmnospheric state, initial cond(itions, and open
northern boundary at 24.70 S) using the adjoint method. A cost flnction compares
the model state to (data froi( CTD synoptic sections, hyd(lrographic climatology, satel-
lite altimetry, and XBTs. Costs attributed to control variable p)erturblations ensure
a p)hysically realistic solution. An optimized( solution is determined by the weights
phla'e(l oin the cost function terms. The state estinmation procedure, along with the
weights used, is (tescrib)ed. A significant result is that the a(ljoint method is shown tto
work at ed(ldy-permnitting resolution in the highly-energetic Southern Ocean. At the
time of the writing of this thesis the state estimate was not filly comnsistent with the
ob)servations. An analysis of the remaining misfit, as well as the mass transl)ort in
the preliminary state, is presented.
Thesis Supervisor: Carl Wunsch
Title: Cecil an( Iaht Green Professor of Physical Oceanography
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Representing roughly a third of the world's occans, the mid- and high-latitude South-
ern Hemisphere oceans play a significant role in determiining the glolbal climate. These
waters are resp)onsil)le for linking the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans. They are
the world's largest oceanic sink of CO 2 (Patra (t al.; 2005) and windl energy (Wunsch;
1998). The signature of water masses formed in this ocean are found throughout the
world(Marsh (t al.; 2000). Despite the Southern Ocecan's significance, the circulati()n
an1d variability of these waters are poorly understood.
One reason for this lack of understanding is a. deficiency of observations in this
remote area. Fortunately, the validity of this justification has been ,( roding over
the last half century. Observations of the Southern Ocean'l were rare prior to 1962.
Observations l)ec(ame more frequent after 1962, yet they were often focused on specific
regions, for examp)le the Drake Passage. Largely due to the introduction of satellite
altimeters, o)bservational coverage has dramatically increased in )both space and time
over the last fifteen years. The data influx was significantly increase(d again in 2002
with the introduction of hundreds of autonomous floats through the Argo program
(Gould amnd the Argo Steering Team; 2004).
Even with available) observations, the task of describing the Southern Ocean cir-
1For purposes of the Antarctic Treaty, the International Hydrographic Organizationi has dlefilled
the Southern Ocean to exten(d from Antarctica north to 60OS. The regionll of study in this thesis is
the oceanls south of latitude 25oS, which, for (ase, will be referred to collectively as the So)uthern
Oc( ean.
culation is not trivial. The Southern Ocean is extremely energetic. In the Southern
Ocean, more than in any other ocean, eddies play a. significant role in the dynalnics
giving observations large transient signals that must l)e diagnosed. Eddy dyna.nics
occur on the order of the Rossby deformation radius, which, for the Southern Ocean,
is on the order of 18 kin (Marshall et al.; 1993). Modeling the Southern Ocean is
nmade difficult 1by these facts; Southern Ocean models must either have high-resolution
or rely heavily on eddy paramneterizations.
Large data sets of Southern Occan observations are available. Descriptions of the
Southern Ocean flow coming from inferences from these in situ (e.g. Marsh et al.
(2000)) and satellite (c.g. Gille (1995, 1997)) observations give a basic understanding
of the density structure, mass transport, aind variability in the Southern Ocean. Most
in situ observations were taken primarily in select regions. Though this hides the
general Southern Occan circulation, it does allow Ioullds to be placed on the transport
across sections (c.g. the Drake Passage (Cunningham et al.; 2003)).
Models have also Irovidled information albout the processes occurring in the South-
ern Ocean circulatioii (c.g. The FRAM Group (1991), Lee and Coward (2003), and
Hallberg aind Gnanadesikan (2005)). Combining information from both models and
observations has resulted in the development of a. well established picture of the
Southern Occan circulation. This )icture has beeni divided into one circulation in
the horizontal plane (Figure 1 of Olbers et al. (2004)), and one circulation in the
ineridional-vertical plane (Figure 12 of Olbers et al. (2004)). The horizontal picture
shows two circumpolar currents, one flowing along the Polar Front and one along
the Subantarctic Front. Poleward of these currents one finds the Ross and Weddell
Gyres. Subtropical gyres are found equatorward of the circumpnIolar currents. Inter-
actions between the circumpolar currents aInd the subtropical gyres is implied, the
most notable of which is the outflow of circumplolar water at the eastern boundaries.
The picture in the mnridional-vcrtical slice shows water entering the Southern Ocean
and gradually upwelling. This inflow is returned in either a surface or abyssal out-
flow. The vertical extent of these outflows is significantly smaller than the inflow,
suggesting outflow velocity is rather large.
The simplification of the Southern Ocean circulation that these two pictures imply
are a strong statement about the current understanding of the Southern Ocean circu-
lation. The simplification, however, is useful as it aids the develo)pment of insightful
idealized theories (e.g. Marshall and Radko (2005) and Olbers and Visbeck (2005)).
These theories often attempt to bridge the gap between models and observations.
Analysis of model output, however, shows large discrepa.ncies from the established
picture (Marsh et al.; 2000). This raises questions as to whether it is even possible to
simplify the entire Southern Ocean general circulation into two-dimlcnsional pictures.
Model analysis also raises questions as to whether model results are consistent with
each other (Russell et al.; 2005), and(l, more importantly, if they are consistent with
the observations.
The Fine Resolution Antarctic Model (FR AM) was very influential in guiding the
pIrception ailnd understanidinig of the Southern Ocean. This model was developed
in attempt to elucidate the Southern Ocean circulation and transport. Determining
water mass formation a.nd the basic dynaamic balance of the Antarctic Circumpo-
lar Current were also stated goals (Stevens and Stevens; 1999). The FRAM project
resulted in nlumerous papers, which both increase< d coni•prehension of the Southern
Ocean, and further developeld model analysis tools. A comp)lete quantitative com-
parison of FRAM to observations of the Southern Ocean was never carried out. The
accuracy of the FRAM results, and thus imany of the inferences drawn from the anal-
ysis of these results is unknown (Saunders and Thompson; 1993). It is not worthwhile
to list the shortcomings of FRAM; the FRAM  project was very succ(ssful. It is nee-
essary, however, to move forward with the investigation of the Southern Ocean. This
new investigation should use, as its primary tool, a miodern ocean model that has
beein rigorously constrained to observations.
The intention of this work is to bring a state-of-the-art eddy-permitting Southern
Ocean model into consistency with observations. Analysis of this state estimate can
b)e used both to descril)e the Southern Ocean's general circulation, and also to bring
the study of its dynamics to a higher level. The state estimate will provide for the
unprececdented ability to test current inferences and theories regarding the Southern
Ocean.
1.1 Synopsis of Thesis
As Southern Ocean observations blecolne more1 abundant, the albility to synthesize
these disparate data types into models is a1 primary concern. Model-observation
synthesis provides a, reference for observa.tional data analysis. For example, a state
estimate solution can provide a. proper reference frame to deduce mixing from dye
release prograimis. Determining the state of the ocean also allows one to observe cli-
imiate trends, which in a. region like the Southern Ocean, may have significamnt global
implications. Furthermore, the tool of state estimation a.ids the physical oceanog-
rapher in understanding the mixing, evolution, and tra.nsport pathways of various
water masses. A knowledge of these processes in the Southern Ocean is crucial to
diagnosing the meridional overturning of freshwater, heat, a.nd mass in the world's
ocecans (Sloyan and Rintoul; 2001b).
A global, state estimate has been developeld by the consortium to Estimate the
Circulaltion and Clima.te of the Occan (ECCO) (Stammer et al.; 2002). This state es-
timate, however, is not eddy-permintting; its resolution may be too coarse to shed light
on the dominant dynamnics occurring in the highly energetic Southern Ocean. It was
not obvious, however, that a Southern Ocean model of adequaate resolution to permit
eddies could be brought into consistency with observations. A significant result of
this thesis is that the model solution has beemn brought considerably closer to consis-
tency with observations by formulating the p)roblem into a least-squares optimization
with Lagrainge multipliers. This well doculmented model-data, synthesis procedure is
widely referred to in this ocea.nographic context as the adjoint mnethod(Wunsch; 1996;
Wunsch and Heimbach; 2005b). Chapter 2 describes the adjoint method. Specifics of
the individual compIilonenIlts involved in this mnethod, which include the forward model,
the a.djoint model, and the gra.dient decent optimization routine, are described in
Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the observations used. Model uncertainty (described
in the context of controls) and observa-tional. uncertainty are also discussed in Chapter
This thesis describes the design a(nd production of a model solution to the Southern
Ocean (see Section 3.1). This model is initially run with what is arguablly the most
realistic1 boundary and initial coniditions available. The initial solution, however, was
found to be not fully consistent with ob)servations. The solution has now b)eein brought
closer to observations by the optimization procedure. Chapter 5 describes the degree
of consistency of the current state estimate, shedding light on where the estimate is
ac'ceptable and where improvemeInt is nieeded. To some extent, this chalpter chlronlicles
the experience of producing a high-resolution Southern Ocean state estimate. Chapter
6 describes the general circulation of the Southern Ocean as deduced from an~alysis of
the existing state estimnate. The zonal transport across three meridional sections is
evaluated. A zonally integrated meridional overturning streamnfunction is constructed
and analyzed. The water mass transport fluxed into and out of the Southern Ocean
is quantified and comp)ared to previous estimates. The reader is likely to conclude
that the analysis carried out in Chapter 6 raises more questions than it answers. It
is the hope of the author that the conlverged Southern Ocean state estimate will be
used as a tool to address these questions inl future work.
The remainder of this chapter presents the basic physical characteristics of the
Southern Ocean. The purpose is to famniliarize the realder with the terminology used in
the state estimate analysis, and also to draw awareness to the imllportance of studying
this Ocean.
1.2 The Southern Ocean: An Introduction
The circulation of the Southern Ocean is driven primarily by the wind. It is estimated
that greater than 70% of the work done ly the wind on the world's oceans occurs oil
the 30% of its surface found polewards of 400 S (Wunsch; 1998). The majority of this
wind work results from the large zonal wind-stress comp)onent. How the Southern
Ocean reacts to this large zonal Inomenntum flux is a ina.tter of debate (see for example
(Johnson and Bryden; 1989; Warren et al.; 1998; ()lbers et al.; 2004)).
Substantial wind forcing combined with the lack of a complete meridional bound-
ary results in the Southern Ocean's prominent circumpolar mass transport. This
transport, which is one of the largest of the all the world's oceans, is known as the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current. This system of currents moves waters at speeds on
the order of 0.1 m/s, and reaches to depths d(epe)r than 2kin (Tomeczak and Godfrey;
1994). Significant bottom velocities in the ACC cause it to be greatly affected by
topography (Tansley and Marshall; 2001). Ridge structures, such as the Scotia Ridge
found to the (east of the Drake Passage, alter the large-scale flow of the ACC and
cause a local increase in small-scale turbulence (Garabato et al.; 2004).
The wind forcing acts to separate the Southern Ocean into several regions. While
large isopycnal tilts are the principal indicator of fronts, Orsi et al. (1995) gave
property (temperature, salinity, oxygen) indicators to determine the Southern Ocean
frontal locations. Using these indicators, they were then able to give a description
of the meridional extent and structure of the fronts that divide these regions from
compiled historical data. A brief description of these regions follows2 . Closest to
the Antarctic Shelf, the Subpola.r Zone (also soimtimes called the Antarctic Zone)
is characterized by westward winds3 and a corresponding a poleward Ekman trans-
port. Several anti-cyclonic gyres, the Ross Gyre and the Weddell Gyre being the
most notable, are found in this weakly stratified zone. Strong eastward winds are
found north of the Subpolar Zone. These winds, which span the latitudes between
approximately 650S amnd 350S, drive an equatorward Ekman transport on the order
of 30 Sverdrups (1 Sv = 106m 3/s). This region of equatorward Ekman transport is
split into a Polar Front Zone and a Subantarctic Front Zone. The Polar front marks
the divergence region separating the Polar Front Zone and the Subpolar Zone. The
Subantarctic Fronlt separates the Polar Front Zone amnd the Subantarctic Front Zone.
Much of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current transport occurs along the Polar and
Subantarctic Fronts. To the north of the Subantarctic Front Zone there is a region
2It shou1d be elphlasized that the description given was derived by compiling historical data into
a time mcan climatology. The coverage of this data. varies widely in space aill time; it is possible
that a state estimate may reveal a very different picture.
'Wind directions given are temporal means; snapshots of wind patterns over the Southern Ocean
are very complex
of westward winds driving waters poleward. The Subtropical Front, which is a region
of convergence, marks the northern extent of the Subantarctic Front Zone. There
arc significant water property changes across the Subtropical Front because the sub-
troIpical gyre waters fouind to the north are imuch warinmer and saltier than waters
in the Subantarctic Front Zone. Frontal locations are influenced by many factors,
deteriining what sets their exact position, a question first examined lýy Deacon in
1937, remains unresolved (Cunningham et al.; 2003).
()ne is unable to explain the features of the Southern Ocean using wind forc-
ing alone; the Southern Ocean d(ynamics are effected by surface fluxes of both mass
anld 1)uoyancy. Because evaporation is sinmall in the Southern Oceain, mass input is
dominaIi ted by a, relatively high )recipitation band centere(d around 500 S. Poleward of
this band. buoyancy forcing is dominated by ice dynamics; wintertime ice formation
results in brine rejection, while summertime ice melt results in freshwater input (TomI-
czak a(nd Godfrey; 1994). The buoyancy alnd winds combine to facilitate a great deal
of water mass conversion and formation. The waters forined ventilate a, substantial
fraction of the worl(l's oceans, making the Southern Ocea() n a key component in the
global overturning circulation (Rintoul et al.; 2001).
A simplified picture of the water masses, taken primarily from the studies of Orsi et
al. (1995), Sloyan and Rintoul (2001a), and Tomczak and Liefrink (2005), is given in
the following paragraph. There are discrepancies between the studies largely resulting
from the variability in space and time of the data. used. Finding consistency in the
(tisparate data sets. as is done with a. state estimate, may allow a unified picture of
Southern Ocean water masses to emerge.
The surfac( waters of the Subantarctic Front Zone are known as Sub]antarctic
Mode Waters (SAMW). Because these waters are formed during deep late winter
convection they are characterized Iby low potential vorticity andt high oxygen. Cold
and fresh SAMW ventilates the thermocline of the sul)tropical gyres 1by subdu)(cting at
the Subtropical Front. Nutrient rich Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW) flows
into the Southern Ocean at (depIth aind is up)welledt in the vicinity of the Polar Front.
Buoyancy forcing an(d mixing with SAMW converts munch of this water to Antarctic
Intermediate Water (AAIW). This conversion is thought to occur primarily in the
Southeast Pacific and southwest Atlantic regions. AAIW, which is characterized by
a mid-depth salinity minimumln, subducts along the Subantarctic Front such that it
lies beneath the SAMW in the Subantarctic Front Zone. Lower Circumpolar Deep
Water (LCDW) flows into the Southern Ocean at depths below the fresher UCDW.
(North Atlantic Deep Water is associated with Circumpolar Deep Water.) Much of
the LCDW upwells to become the surface waters of the Subpolar Zone. At several lo-
cations around Antarctica, particularly in the Ross and Weddell Seas, this water mass
mixes with near freezing shelf waters and newly convected waters to form Antarctic
Bottom Water. Antarctic Bottom Water, which is the densest water mass in the
world oceans, gains heat and salinity through mixing as it moves out across the Polar
and Subantarctic Front Zone. The resulting mixture makes u11 a large percentage
of bottom water in the world's occans.(Orsi et al.; 1995; Sloyan and Rintoul; 2001a;
Tomczak and Liefrink; 2005)
Chapter 2
A Model-Observation
Least-Squares Optimization
2.1 Introduction
With the goal of Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean, the ECCO
consortium was founded in 1998 as part of the World Oce(;an Circulation Experiment
(WOCE) (Stammer Ct al.; 1999). Their goal is to combine a, modern ocean circulation
model with diverse ocean observations in order to produce quantitative accounts of
the global ocean state. In contrast to so-called numerical weather prediction, these
estimates will include the oc!ean's history as well as pIredictions. ECCO's efforts
toward this goal include a "production run" and several other projects. The existing
ECCO-GODAE production run is a 1 resolution, 23 depth level, global ocean state
estimate running from 1992 through 2004. Wunsch and Heimbach (2005a,b) descril)be
the p)reliminary results and explore their scientific impacts.
Model-dahta, misfit in the ECCO-GODAE production run is greatest in the highly
energetic regions, likely due to lack of resolution. Eddy ptarameterization schenmes cur-
rently used in low resolution inodels inadlequately replroduce high resolution mnod(el
results (Hallberg a.nd Gnanadesikan; 2005). A recent ECCO project p)roved the ab)il-
ity to carry out a high resolution state estimate with open ocean boundaries using
the aCdjoint mnethod (Gebbic; 2004; Gebbie et al.; 2005). The state estimate being
carried out for this thesis builds on other ECC() projects. This project is in league
with ECCO's goal of carrying out accurate high-resolution state estimates over large
regions in order to better und(erstand( the oceans (Menemenlis et al.; 2003).
The forward model used, as (descril)ed in Section 3.1, represents an approximation
to ocean physics. It's assunmed the mo(Iel (lynamics have a relatively small uncertainty
with respect to the true ocean dynamics. There is, however, a significant level of
uncertainty in the mo(del inputs. Perturbations to these input fields control the model
solution, and are thus referred to as the controls. The control vectors, which are
initially zero, are iteratively solved for in the optimization process. The resulting
model trajectory, which is within the combined( model and data uncertainty, is the
state estimate. (The optimization being carriedl out does not address the significant
level of uncertainty in the I)arameterizations of small scale ocean processes. These
pIarameterizations (sec Section 3.1) also control the model solution.)
The p)erformlance of the state estimate is reduced to one numbler through the (cost
fuinction. This function is a sum of squared mod()(l-(lata misfit terms and( squared
control vector magnitulde terms. Every terin has an appIropriate weighting attributed
to it. The task at hand is to minimize this weighted sumn of squares. 1
In the following section, the cost fiunction is ldescribed. Section 2.3 describes
the adtjoint methlotd, which is used( to minimize the cost fimction. The weighting of
the cost function terms, which is largely resp)onsil)le for the state estimate solution, is
d(escribed in Chapter 4. Notation usedt in this thesis is adoIpted p)rimarily from Wunsch
(1996). For l)revity and( simpIlicity, the time step, At, is set to 1 in all equations.
2.2 The Cost Function
The cost flnction use(d to gauge the quality of our state estimate is written out in its
entirety on page 20. Boldface d(enotes a matrix or vector field. Overhars denote an
averaging, and p)rimes denote a deviation from an average. The weighting matrices
'1Rduction of the cost to anl acceptable value is not the only requirement for a successful state
estimate; see Section5.2
are all denoted as W's for (data-model misfit and as Q's for control penalty terms.The
first three terms, (2.la-2.1b), are model state misfits from in situ data. The following
term, (2.1c.), is the model sea surface temperature (SST) misfit from observations.
The model sea surface height (SSH) anomaly and SSH mean inisfits from altimetric
observations are given as terms (2.1(-2.1(). The next two terms, (2.1f), are the me(an
modlel state misfit to hydrographic climatology. The following twelve terms, (2.1g-
2.1q), are )penalties applied to the mcagnitud(e of the control vectors. The last two
terms, (2.1r), are a smoothness constraint place(d on the control vector. Chapter 4
further elaborates on this cost function by describing the controls, observations, and
weights lused.
2.3 Method of Lagrange Multipliers
The ECCO consortilum has examined several methods for carrying out state estimates.
Their experience suggests the method of Lagrange multipliers, widely known in the
oceanographic communnity as the ad(joint method, is practical for this thesis. This
method has proven success at eddy-l)ermnitting resolution (Gebbie et al.; 2005). The
ECC() groupl) has spent considerable time ensuring bo(th the menthods complutational
efficiency and robustness on a variety of sulpercomputer platforms (Heimlbach et al.;
2005). Furthermore, the availability of semi-automatic diferemntiation tools allows the
model setup time will not (be xcessive (Giering and Kaminski; 1998).
The ad joint nmethod is, formally, a weighted least squares with Laglrange multiplier
optimization pIroblemIn. Tie 'goal is to minimize the cost function, which may be
writtemn as
t= :o[E(t)x(t) - y(t)jTW(t)[E(t)x(t) - y(t)] (2.2)
+ E t-o' u(t)T Q(t)u(t)
where the first summation represents all the model-dlata misfit terms, (2.1a-2.1f),
and the seco(nd summation represents the control penalty terms, (2.1g-2.1r). x(t)
is the state vector of temperature, salinity, velocity, and sea surfiace height. y(t) is
J (T - Tctd)TWT, (T- Tctd) + (S - Sgtd) WS (S - Sctd) (2.a)
12
+ (T- ,,bt)T W T, T- Txbt) (2.1b)
t
12
± > (Tfe TRy) WssT (Tsfc - TRCY) (2.1c)
t
366 S(1 -llp) TWtp(ll p) + (,ti_ IrsTWtp(T - ers) (2.1d)
+ (T -ac Wgeoid ( grace) (2. l)
12
+ (T - Tca)TWT,,, (T -- T •) + (S - Sc~r,)TW (S - gc5m) (2.1f)
+ (Tin, - To)T QTO (Ti, - To) + (Sin - So)T Qs, (Sini- So) (2.1g)
> (To.b. - To.b.,(-:())T QT,,, (To.b. To.b.,,( ()) (2.1h)
37
+ > (So.b. - So.b.,:o(())T Q S,,. (So.b.- So.b.i::) (2.1i)
37
+ (Uo.b. - Uo.b.i,,((( )T Q1. (U o.b. - o.b.i,,c() (2. 1j)
t
37
+ 3 (Vo.b.- Vo.b.,,,:(,)T Q,, (Vo.b.- Vo.b.i,,(:(,()) (2.1k)
t
1464
+ 3 T(Uwind - Uwind,,,,,p) T Qu,ind (Uwind - Uwindncep) (2.11)
1464
+ E (Vwind - Vwindncep)T Qvwind (Vwind - Vwinducep) (2.1m)
1464
+ E (Tatm - Tatmn:cep)T QT$tmI (Tatm - Tatmnep) (2.1n)
t
1464
+ E (spfh - spfhn,,p)T Qnpfh (spfh S- pfhncp) (2.10)
t
1464
+ > (rain - rainncp)T Q,ain (rain - rainncep) (2.1p)
1464
+ > (swr - swrp)T Q,,swr (swr - Swrncep) (2.11q)
37
(V2UafT Qaf snth (V2Uaf) + (V2Uo)T Qini smth (V2uo) (2.1r)
t
the set of oblservations and E(t)x(t)is the model estimate of the oibservations. u(t)
is the control vector of p)erturbations to the lbound(ary cond(itions, initial conditions,
and(l atmospheric state. Theoretically, u(t) should contain all mo(del varial)les sublject
to ad(justment, includiIlng compensation for model(( error. In practice, model error is
col)mpensatedl 1)y increasing the tolCrance for ob)servational error. This compensation
(toes not change the probllem nmathematically, but it is impnortant to (tifferelntiate these
sources of error when interpreting results. W(t) and Q(t) are weighting matrices.
The state solve(l for, x(t), must be a solution of the forward model. Thus the
problem at hand is to minimize (2.2) subject to the constraint:
x(t + 1) = £[x(t), Bq(t), Fu(t)] (2.3)
Here the operator C represents the full non-linear forward model (over 80,(000 lines
of fortran code). q(t) are the first guess boundary co(ndlitions and forcing, andl again,
u(t) are the perturbations to this vector. B and r map the effects of these vectors
into the nmodel.
Cost function extrema occur when dJ/Ox(t) and dJ/Ou(t) vanish. If there are M
state varial)les and N controls, M+N equations must be satisfied. The state, however,
is determine(d by the controls, and thus there are only N degrees of freedo(m. The
system is overdetermnined; there is likely to b1e no solution. Yet the cost fimnction does
have ani albsolute minimum; the goal of the metho(t of Lagrange multipliers is to finid
this state.
To find the constraine( mininiumn of the cost fmnc:tion a vector of Lagrange multi-
pliers, p, is introdu(ce an(d used to append the model(( constraint to the cost function:
J = El o[E(t)x(t) - y(t)]TW(t)[E(t)x(t) - y(t)]
+ ZEl-I' u(t)T Q(t)u(t) (2.4)
-2 t -Z ' (t + 1)T {x(t + 1) - L[x(t), Bq(t), ru(t)]}
The nmoidel onstraint always holds, ensuring that the appended cost function has
the samne value as the original fmnction regardless of the value of p. A new vector,
p, of M independent unknown elements, and thus M new degrees of freedom, have
now b)ee(n introduce(d. The problem now has M+N degrees of freedomi, and is no
longer overdetermined. The M Lagrange multipliers take the value that ensures the
vanishing of the M equations: dJ/dx(t) = 0. The probllem has beein reduced to an
unconstrained optimization prol)lem where u and p can b)e solved for to minimnize J.
This is a stan(lard( excercise; the proce(dure is to set the derivatives of (2.4) equal to
zero andt solve the resulting normal equ(lations.
2.4 The Normal Equations
Taking the derivative of (2.4) with respIect to x, u, and p/ yields the normal equations:
1 8J
2a(t = 0 = x(t + 1) = £[x(t), Bq(t),Fu(t)], 0 < t < tf - 12 ap(t)
(2.5)
1 dJ
21x(t) =0 = p(t) = (o£//x(t))T (t + 1) 0 < t < tf
+ E(t)TW(t)[E(t)x(t) - y(t)], p(0) = 0 = p(tf + 1)
(2.6)
1 8J
0 u(t)= 0 u(t) = -Q(t)(OaC/(u))TFT[p(t + 1), 0 < t < t1 - 12 au(t)
(2.7)
Equation (2.5) is the non-linear forward ocean model to be described in Section
3.1. The second and third equation combine to yield the so-called adjoint model. (The
task of running the adtjoint model is elaborated on in Section 3.3). The Lagrange imul-
tilliers, p, are the indeplentdent variables solved for )y the a(tjoint m1odel in accordance
with elquation (2.6). The dylaimical operator acting on p is (d£/Ox(t))T. The adjoint
model is forced by the model-observation misfit, E(t)x(t) - y(t). The ad(joint model
uses the third equation to relate the Lagrange multil)liers to the cost finction grad(i-
cnt with respect to the controls. This can be Inore easily seen by rewriting equation
(2.7) as
1 dJ
u(t) = Q(t)-lu(t) + (C/9/(u)) T FrT(t + 1) (2.8)2 5u(t)
In total there are M+M+N equations ((2.5)+(2.6)+(2.7)) alnd M+M+N variables
(/t+x+u). The p)roce(dure o()f solving this formally just-p)osed( probl)lem is (ldescri)bed in
the following section.
Before mnoving oin, it is insightful to further analyze equation (2.8) in the following
way. Consider a control vector, u*(t), that is an additive perturbation to the inodel
state. The cost function, equ(lation (2.4), would becomine
-ZLt.o[E(t)x(t) - y(t)]T W(t)[E(t)x(t) - y(t)]
+ El-o' u(t)T Q(t)u(t) (2.9)
-2 Y••L ' p(t + 1)T {x(t + 1) - £[x(t),Bq(t), ru(t)] - u*(t)}
The normal equation for this new variable would be
1 OJ
= p(t + 1) (2.10)2 Ou* (t)
This examp)le helps cluci(late the physical meaning of the Lagrange multipliers. The
Lagrange multipliers reveal the sensitivity of the cost function to p)erturl)ati)ns in the
controls. Were £ linear inl coiltrol space, each Lagrange multiplier would yield the
influence o()f each control on the cost function directly. Though non-linearities o()f the
inmodel (dynamics makes the relationship) between cost function gra(dients and Lagrange
multil)liers iore complicated, Equation (2.8) shows that the Lagrange multipliers
are ae)le to give the needed information on the direction and( relative amptlitud(le the
controls should be pIcrturbeld in order to optimize the cost.
2.5 Solution Method for the Normal Equations
Equations (2.5-2.7) are non-linear, and thus not directly solvable using standtard( al-
g(orithms (e.g. Gaussian elimination). Trumping the non-linlearity issue, however, is
the problem of dimension as the control space being optimized has over 200 million
degrees of freedom. The solution is to solve the equations iteratively.
The procedure is as follows: the ocean circulation model is run forward and the
ocean state is calculated. This step has ensured equation (2.5) is satisfied. During this
step, the c(ost function, equation (2.4) is calculated making E(t)TW(t)[E(t)x(t) -y(t)]
known. Considering equation (2.6), it is now possible to determine t at all times by
integrating backward from tf. This integration is known as the adjoint model. As for
initial conditions, p(t1 + 1) = 0 as there is no cost function sensitivity to the conitrols
att time tf + 1, indeed there are no cost function terms at this time. With p known,
Equation (2.8) can be used to solve for OJ/lu(t). Using these gradiemnts, a quasi-
Newtonian optimization routine (Gilbert and Lemar6chal; 1989) solves for appropriate
perturbations to the hundreds of millions of control terms in order to navigate the
modeled state towards a cost fiunction minimum (see Section 3.4). Iterative runs allow
convergence to model input parameters that give a physically realistic state of the
ocean most consistent with the observed ocean.
There is still one issue: the transposed partial derivatives of the forward model
with respect to the control and state variablles, (c9/c9(u))T and (Cl£/x(t))T, must be
determined. This is not a trivial exercise. The etfficient calculation of the adjoint code
has been made feasible thanks to the existence of automatic differentiation (AD) tools.
Giering and Kaminski (1998) have provided an AD tool, known as Transformation of
Algorithms in Fortran (TAF), which takes the gradients of the forward model with
respect to the control and state variables by rigorously applying the chain rule, line
by line, to the forward code. The resulting code allows calculation of the gradients
of the cost function with respect to the controls. TAF does have pitfalls, but the
forward ocean model has been develope(l to ble coml)atil)le with it (Marotzke et al.;
1999). Certain coding structures are avoided, amnd the result, after mumch work, is the
ability to automatically generate the adljo)int model code (Heimbach ct al.; 2005).
Chapter 3
Model Specifics
3.1 The Forward Model
The dynamics of the world's oceans are accurately (descri)bed( 1)y the Navier-Stokes
equatioIns. Some terms in the full set of these governing e(lluations have lee(n sho)wn
to have a small contribution to the ocean's dynamical lalances. These insignificant
terms are neglecte(l in order to efficiently model the equations, and to more e(asily
interpret the results. The simplificati)ons used in this study include the Boussinesq
appl)roximnation, which assumes density perturblations are negligil)le unless multiplied
by gravity. This app)roxiInation redullces consservatio)n of mass to conservation of vol-
ume. The momentum equations are simplified 1by neglecting the Coriolis acceleration
terms that are thought to be small. In the vertical momentum equation, other terins
are neglecte(d •t y making the hy(drostatic app)lroximati()n. These assumInptions lead( to
a set of equations known as the hydrostatic primiitive e(hquati()ns (HPEs). The HPEs
are apl)prop)riate for this stu(dy as they have been found to give essentially the same
numerical model solution as the full set of incom)pressil)le Navier-Stokes e(quations at
10 horizontal resolution(Marshall, Hill, Perelman anld Adcroft; 1997). It is argual)le
that the refined( mInodel resolution in this study necessitates the add(l(ition of some of
time omitted( Coriolis and metric terms. It is assumed(, however, that the effect these
terms would have on the solution is negligible.
The MIT Oce(an General Circulation Model (MITgcm) (Marshall, Aderoft, Hill,
Perelmnan and Heisey; 1997; Marshall, Hill, Perelhnan and Adcroft; 1997; Adcroft
et al.; 2006) is used to solve the HPEs on a. "C" grid (Arakalwa and Lamb; 1977).
Computational resources are limited(, and thus so too is model resolution. The model
is unal)le to rep)ro(duce oceani dynamics occurring on scales on the order of the grid-
spacing, andt the effect of these small-scale iprocesses on resolved dynaImic< s must be
parameterized. The piaramcterizations imp)lemented in the MITgcm, and used in this
study include the Gent-McWilliams Redi eddy parameterization, and the non-local
K-profile (KPP) vertical mixing pIaramcterization. (Adcroft et al.; 2006)
The Gent-McWiliams Redi parameterization consid(ers the effect of geostrophic
eddies as two separate processes, and thus involves two separate p)aramneterizations.
The first ptaramneterization rep)resents the mixing of tracers along isentroipes and takes
the form of a diffusive operator acting parallel to density surfaces (Redi). The second(
parameterization (Gent-McWiliams) rep)resents an a(iabatic advection b)y eddies. The
advective velocity used in this parameterization is a function of the slope of the density
surfaces. For the Southern Ocean state estimate the along isopycnal diffusive and
advective flux coefficients are both set to 2 n2s - 1
The KPP scheme is implemented to account for vertical mixing caused by both
wind stirring and convection (Large et al.; 1994). In this scheme the vertical fluxes
are paramieterized as w'x' = - (ca-/az - y%) where x is some tracer quantity (teim-
perature or salinity in this state estimate). The turl)iulent diffusivity, 'i, is given as
a function of the turlbulent velocity scale, w*. and a non-dimensional shape function,
(ar), such that K, = hw*(a)I{ar). Here or = z/h where h is the depth of the turbu-
lent boundary layer determined as the location where the bulk Richardson nummb)er
exceed(s some critical value. -y is the non-local flux terin iml)lemented to represent
the fact that scalar fields may be largely homogeneous in convective boundary layers,
yet fluxes may still be finite. The MITgcmn modeling community has had success
rep)resenting p)roper physics with this I)arameInterization (Gebl)ie; 2004).
For this thesis, the model is setup in spherical coordoinates with 1/60 horizontal
resolution and 42 vertical levels of varying deplth (see Section 3.2.1). A 1,200 second
time-stepI is used. Laplacian viscosity and difflisivities are used with vh = 10" and
h h = 103 in the horizontal, and with v, = 10- 3 and s, = 10- 3 in the vertical. A bi-
harmonic horizontal viscosity of 109 is also implemented. No-slip boundary conditions
are used. Compared to other forward models of this reso)lution, the set-upI) uses high
diffusivities and( viscosities (Saunders and Thompson; 1993). This was done initially
to make sure the a(djoint method woul(hd be successful and is discussed further in
Section 3.3.
3.2 Forward Model Inputs
3.2.1 Topography
The Southern Ocean bathymetry file was (derivedt by first blinling andI averaging, on
a 1/4' grid, the high-resolution topography data, (GTOPO30) of Smith and Sandwell
(Smith and Sandwell; 1997). This data covers the d(omain equatorward of -72 0S. To-
)pography for the remainder of the domain comies from the ETOP05 (data set (NOAA;
1988.). This 1/40 field is then inter)polated to fit the 1/6o mnod(el grid. In this sense,
the i)athymetry used is slightly smoothed. Some ldegree of b)athymetric smoothing is
(desiraable in the al)senIce of a. correct bottonm boun(tary layer p)aralmleterizatioln (Penduff
et al.; 2002).
The mod(el is (discretized oni a finite volume grid; the l)athymetry can only be
fit as well as the model grid allows. The mode(hl uses 42 (,depth levels, andt employs
l)artial cells such that the cell may be cropped to fit the )bottom b)athlymnetry. Table 3.1
shows the minilnun and maximum possible thickness for each level. The dep,)th profile,
exactly as represeminted by the mIlloel, is shown in Figure 3-1. The maximum (dep)th
thickness for each level was chosen carefully with three considerations in mind. The
first )being that the cell thickness (tiffere(nce between neighl)oring layers would be n1o
larger than 10%. (Large telescoping (differences in model grids can cause unphysical1
wave refractions.) The secon( consideratio)n was regar(ting the vertical gradients of
the observed( ocean temperature and salinity (T-S) properties. The upper oceian has
larger T-S gradients, and thus a finer resolution is desired( for the upper -1,000
meters. The final consideration is of the toIpographic structure in the region of study.
Ideally, one would well resolve the upper ocean, slowly telescoping out at, depth. One
would again increase the resolution upon approaching the bottom boundary layer.
The location of the bottom boundary changes depending on location, however, and
thus one cannot resolve this region efficiently in a model that uses a fixed vertical
coordinate. Analysis of the Southern Ocea.n )bathymetry reveals the ocean depth to
be greater than 2,500 meters over m1uch of the region. For this reason, the greatest
cell thickness occurs around 2,000 meters.
Model bathymetry can greatly affect the flow field (Losch and Wunsch; 2003). The
bathymetry used in many modeling efforts, including the ECCO-GODAE production
run, has been tuned to ensure model transports are realistic in well observed occaln
constriction points, for example in the Drake Passage and Florida Strait (Lu et al.;
2002). It is noteworthy that no tuning of the topography, or cropping of the ocean
shelfs, has been carried out in this present state estimate.
Depth of midd(le of cell [nm]z level Min. Az [mi] Max. Az [m] Depth of middle of cll(assunes miax. Az)
1 10 10 -5.0
2 11 11 -15.5
3 12 12 -27.0
4 13 13 -39.5
5 14 14 -53.0
6 16 16 -68.0
7 18 18 -85.0
8 20 20 -104.0
9 23 23 -125.5
10 26 26 -150.0
11 29 29 -177.5
12 33 33 -208.5
13 37 37 -243.5
14 42 42 -283.0
15 48 48 -328.0
16 50 55 -379.5
17 50 63 -438.5
18 50 72 -506.0
19 50 82 -583.0
20 50 94 -671.0
21 50 108 -772.0
22 50 124 -888.0
23 50 142 -1021.0
24 50 163 -1173.5
25 56.1 187 -1348.5
26 64.5 215 -1549.5
27 74.1 247 -1780.5
28 85.2 284 -2046.0
29 78.6 262 -2319.0
30 75.0 250 -2575.0
31 75.0 250 -2825.0
32 75.0 250 -3075.0
33 75.0 250 -3325.0
34 75.0 250 -3575.0
35 75.0 250 -3825.0
36 75.0 250 -4075.0
37 75.0 250 -4325.0
38 75.0 250 -4575.0
39 75.0 250 -4825.0
40 75.0 250 -5075.0
41 75.0 250 -5325.0
42 75.0 250 -5575.0
Table 3.1: Vertical grid. The imaximum (dep)th is 5,700 meters.
Figure 3-1: Model bathymetry [meters]
3.2.2 Atmospheric State
The initial estimate of the atmospheric state is obtained from a re-analysis of histor-
ical data produced in a joint effort between the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (the NCEP/NCAR
Reanalysis Project, (Kalnay and coauthors; 1996)). The following fields, which are
available at 6 hourly intervals, are used to prescribe the atmospheric state:
* Air temperature [Kelvin] at 2 meters
* Specific humidity [kilogram water vapor / kilogram air] at 2 meters
* Zonal wind speed [meters / second] at 10 meters
* Meridional wind speed [meters / second] at 10 meters
* Precipitation [meters / second]
* Short wave radiative flux [watts / meter 2]
* Long wave radiative flux [watts / meter 2]
A monthly river (freshwater) runoff climatology is also prescribed in the model. This
climatology was determined by analyzing both observed river runoff and the climato-
logical difference between evaporation and precipitation over continents (Fekete et al.;
2002). The prescribed atmnospheric state is compared to the model ocean state using
bulk formulas (Large and Pond; 1982) to deternine appropriate monmentumn, heat,
and mass fluxes (see Ad(croft et al. (2006) for more informiatiom).
3.2.3 Initial and Northern Boundary Conditions
The initial conditions are derive(d from the ECCO-GODAE p)roduc(tion nrun (Iteration
163). The mean January 1999 ECCO-GODAE state was interpolated to the model
grid. Using the al)ppropriate p)rescril)e(d atmospheric state and northern boumndary
conditions, the mnodel is rum forward for a year. The first month of the spin-up shows
a significant geostrophic adjustment, as well as a large increase in the zonal transport.
This zonal transport levels off in September and then begins to decrease throughout
the remaind(er of the year. The reason for the decrease in transport appears to be
the establishment of strong currents near Antarctica (opposing the ACC transp)ort)
lduring the latter half of the year. The meridional transport shows a large jump in
January, but is relatively constant for the remaining eleven months of the year. The
model state is stored on January 1, 2000 to b)e used as the first guess initial conditions.
The northern extent of this regional state estimate, located at 24.70S, has sections
of open ocean. The ocean state at this location must 1)e prescribed. The (dynamiical
balances near land b)oun(daries are (tifferent than those found in the ocean interior.
Boundary regions are characterized( by strong velocity gra(dients as the flow is brought
to rest. These gradients often lead to significantly stronger turbulent dissipation
and vertical motions than are found in the open ocean. The prescribed northern
)boundary condition is not one of vanishing velocity. Boundary effects may still occur,
however, if the p)rescribed conditions are inconsistent with the interior circulation.
An imlproper prescribed( northern )ounldary comndition therefore lead(s to unIphysical
boundary features. Previous regional mnodetls have includedt so-called sponge layers
at open boundaries to damtI these unphysical features. Sponge layers are lmp)hysical
themselves, however, and they are absent in this state estimate. As the model is
constraint to the observed ocean, it is the hope that the a(djoint method will (tetermine
a northern bounda.ry condition consistent with the interior.
A first guess northern boundary condition was taken directly from the ECCO-
GODAE production run (Iteration 163). The production run monthly mean state
(velocity, temperature, and salinity) was interpolated onto the model grid, and then
linearly interl)olated in time such that a northern boundary condition is p)rescribed
at every model timne-step. This first guess northern boundary conditions should be
reasonably consistent with the initial run as the first guess initial conditions are
derived from the same state estimate.
3.3 The Adjoint Model
As explained in Chapter 2, the calculation of the a(djoint model code from the MITgcIn
code is possible using the AD tool TAF. The code TAF produces is the exact ad.joint
of the forward model code with two excep)tions. The a-djoint of the Gent-McWilliams
Redi parameterization and the KPP mnixed layer parameterization are omitted. For
the Gent-McWilliams Redi parameterization this omission is rather insignificant, as
the effect of this scheme has )een reduced substantially by choosing a background
along isopycnal mixing coefficient of 2 nt2 - 1. A standard value of -1,000 mr2 s- 1 is
used in coarse resolution models (Visbeck et al.; 1997; Ferreira et al.; 2005), however
this value is reduced as model resolution approaches the deformation radius. There
is a good deal of uncertainty in the choice of the mixing coefficient; the appropriate
way to deal with this p)arameoterization would be to have the optimization determine
the coefficient.
Availability of the a(tjoint mnodel code d(oes not guarantee success of the optimiza-
tion. Cost function comp)lexity increases with both model run duration and model
non-linearity. A compIlex cost fuinction makes finding its absolute minimum difficult.
Several strategies have been employed to ensure the success of this state estimate.
Previous exp)erience shows the number of iterations requ(lired( to converge to ani accep)t-
able cost function ninimumni may 1)e significantly reduced by employing a Inulti-scale
)approach, where one uses information from a state estimate of lower resolution or
shorter temporal duration for a new state estixmate. Using this knowledge, the ini-
tial and northern boundary co(nditions for this estimate were derived from the the
ECCO-GODAE 10 optimization (as expllained in the previous section). Analogous
to this Inulti-scale allpproach, this project begins by using a relatively viscous model
to reduce model non-linearity. The hope is that a multi-viscosity approach will be
analogous to the proven nmulti-scale approach. The idea is to lower the viscosity in the
mnodel when the high-viscosity model state is near convergence. It is possible that the
initial condition information will have to l)e moidified to allow for a imore ade(qulately
spl)n-up11) eddy field. Still, this field, along with the northern b)oundary condition con-
trols and the atmospheric state controls will be useful. They will contain the large
scale inforniation necessary to allow the model to rep)rotduce the observed sea surface
height and inmeridional imass, heat, anld freshwater flux. It is also im)portant to remIent-
ber that the adjoint model is forced by the mIodel-dlata misfit. Starting with a more
converged solution results in weaker forcing, and thus reduces the chaence of adjoint
model instabilities. In a highly non-linear low viscosity model, one must be wary of
the optimization stalling due to cost function local minima. Beginning at an initial
state relatively close to an acceptable minimum is extremely desirable.
Non-linear models often have rough and highly variable cost flunctions anl this
increases the chai(nces of the optimization stalling (Gebbic; 2004). The chanice of the
cost fiunction stalling can be reduced iby cInphlasiziIlg the large scale state. This is
most rigorously achieved by p)roviding the error covariances in the weighting ncatri-
ces. Unfortunately, error covariances have yet to ibe estimanted for the controls and
observations being used. Furthermore, were these covariances available, the current
cost fulnction numerical code would need to b)e mondified. The implementation of error
covariainces will b1e devferred for future work. An attempt to a)pproximate theimn can be
made, however, by the implementation of a smoothness constra.int for the controls.
This smoothness constraint is a pelnialty placed on the magnitude of the Laplacian of
the atmospheric state and the initial condition control vectors (see equation (2.1r).
Forcing a, smooth control field constrains the optimization to the physically reasonable
assumption that the error in neighboring model input points is of similar magnitude
and direction.
3.4 Gradient Descent
A review of optimization methods is far beyond the scope of this thesis. There is a
substantial literature on optimization theory (see (Gill et al.; 1986) for example ). It
is worth noting, however, that this optimization problem of considerable dimension
is made possible because the Lagrange multiplier method empiloyed makes known the
gradients of the cost function with respect to the controls (OJ/Ou(t)). Knowledge
of these gradients increases the efficiency of search algorithms. Research has shown
quasi-Newtonian optimization algorithms to be superior to other optimization algo-
rithms for the sort of non-linear ocean optimiza.tion at hand because these methods
account for the curvature of the cost fiunction(Gebbic; 2004). Quasi-newtonian algo-
rithms are more efficient than steepeost descent algorithms at avoiding local minimas
(Press et al.; 1992). The gradient search method of Gilbert and Lemnargchal (1989)
uses stored gradients of the cost function from previous iterations to approximate the
Hessian matrix. By only approximating the Hessian matrix, valuable second deriva-
tive (curvature) information is madele available without an excessive comnputational
(temantd.
Chapter 4
Observations and Uncertainties
4.1 Observations
4.1.1 Altimetry
Satellite altimeters, which provi(de the most oblservations in the year 2000, are used to
constrain both the model's mnean and time-varying component of sea surface height
(SSH). The separation of these two SSH comnlponents is made in order to (distinguish
errors associate.d with the geoid from those due to the time-evolving dynamics. The
model is constrained to the nme•an ocean dynamic topography relative to the Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) project geoid. This data set is processed
and provided by the Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center (PO-
DAAC) at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. More information on this d(ata set and its
processing is available at http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/.
The model sea surface height anomaly is constrainced by data from the Europeanm
Remote-Sensing Satellites (ERS-2), and data from the the Topex/Poseidon (T/P)
satellite. The ERS-2 satellite provides coverage for the fill state estimate spatial
domain, and the T/P satellite has coverage equatorward of '67°S. The ERS-2 and
T/P l•ata are processed and provided by Aviso (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/)
and PODAAC respectively. The along orbital track data provided is binned into the
state estimate grid for each day of the simulation; no alteration or interpolation of
the data is performe(d. The model sea surface height is averaged daily, the time mean
is subtracted off, and the resulting field is compared to the SSH anomaly observations
data set as cost finmetion terms (2.1() on page 20.
4.1.2 Climatology
From the surface to 300 meters the model state is constrained to the monthly hy-
drographic climatology obtained from the NOAA World Ocean Atlas 20(00 (Levitus
et al.; 2001; Conkright et al.; 2002). At delpths below 300 meters the model is con-
strained to the temporally constant climatology of Gouretski and Koltermann (20(04).
These temperature and salinity climatologies are interpolated to the model grid a&nd
colmpared to the model state climatology. (The in situ temperatures given in the
climatologies are converted to potential temp)eratures for comparison with the Inmo(el
state.)
4.1.3 CTD and XBT In Situ Data
CTD (conductivity, tempcerature, and depth) awlnd XBT (expendable la.thythermo-
graph) in situ data were bin-averaged to the model 1/6' grid for each month of the
state estimate. There are 536 CTD temperature and salinity observations and 11,943
XBT observations in the state estimate domain for the year 2000. In situ temper-
ature observations were coniverted to potential tem)perature fr comp)arison with the
Inodel state. It must l)e note(d that Argo float plrofiles are plresent in the Southern
Oceani only after July 2001. The nmimber of observations taken b)y these autonomous
floats increases dramatically after this (late. The fact that there is no Argo data in
2000 is ain unfortunate oversight that was made wheni the optimization time interval
Was choseII.
4.1.4 Sea Surface Temperature
The model is comistrained )by mean sea surface temperature (SST) fields provided
1)y R.eynold(s, Rayner, and( Smith (2002). This data set, which accounts for sea ice
cover, is a combinIation of in situ and satellite observations. More infoirmation can be
found at http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/research/cmb/sstanalysis/. The SST (data
is acquired as monthly fields and then interpolated to the mrod(el grid.
4.2 Uncertainty
The following two sections, Section (4.3) and Section (4.4), explain the choice of error
covariance matrices (Q and W of Equation (2.2)) used in this work. The oceano-
graphic community has not yet come to agreement on procedures for determining
these matrices, and the ECCO group has thus far only estimated the diagonal termns.
In this work, all non-diagonal terms have be-en set to zero. (As discussed in Section
3.3, the smoothness conistraint imposed on the control vectors does imply a level of
error covariance.)
The weighting matrices used represent a, combination of both model and observa-
tional uncertainty. Observational uncertainty arises from instrument noise and noise
introduced by the removal of processes not being modeled. Model uncertainty, which
is the error expected in the model-data misfit were the data perfect, arises due to
missing small scale dyinamics owing to a lack of resolution. For example, boundary
currenit transport may be correctly estimnated, but if the boundary layer is niot re-
solved, the flow structure near this boundary will be incorrect. For this reason, it
is to be expected that the model state will be further from observations iii highly-
energetic western boundary current regions. In other words, the acceptable misfit
of an XBT temperature profile in the Agulhas Current should be larger than in the
relatively quiescent Brazil Basin. Model representatiomn error should become less sig-
nificant as resolution is increase(d.
The degree of representatio)i error in the simulatio(m at hanmd is unkniowni, amnd so
it is important to note that the unmcertainty fields used are estimates. Estimating
error covariance matrices is a difficult andml time comisumiing task of great importance.
The state estimate is no better than the choice of these matrices as the weighting of
the cost function determines the solution. If the error is munderestimnated, the mno(lel
is constrained to noise; if the error is overestimated, useful information is discarded.
Unfortunately, like the Southern Ocean's role in the global clinmate, there is a gap
b)etw(eei significance and knowledge. Much work is still needed in determining the
misfit expected when fitting modern ocean models to observations.
The weighting inmatrices used in this work are ever evolving; if a constraint appears
to be too loose or too tight, the uncertainty estimate will be evaluated and, if thought
appropriate, altered. The current weighting matrices use(d in the state estimation are
given below. The reader should reminemler that error due to inodel representation of
the observations is included in the weighting matrices of each data source.
4.3 Estimated Uncertainty in the Observations
All the uncertainty estimates used to constrain the model to the observations are
adopted froin the ECCO-GODAE P1 resolution global state estimnate. One is referred
to this work (see for examphle Lu et al. (2002) or Wunsch and Heimbach (2005b)) for
a suppleinental accounting of the fields.
4.3.1 Altimetry
Time-Varying Sea Surface Height Anomaly
A comnparative analysis between the T/P and Jason-1 altimeaters during their "tan-
deim" orbits by Ponte, Wunsch, and Stalniner (2005), hereafter PWS, found the inea-
surement errors ranged( from -2 (:m in the tropics to N4 cm in the high latitudes.
They found altimneter errors to )be strongly dependent on significant wave height
ampIJ(litudes; a findIing (sl)ecially il)()ortanit (an(d unfortunate) for this study as the
significant wave height in the Southern Ocean is relatively high, often oni the order of
10 ineters.
PWS derive two spatially varying global SSH observational uncertainty estimates.
The first is derived by combining tropospheric uncertainties estimated from differences
in atmospheric( reanalysis pIroucts (these errors are on the order of 0.5 (:mi) with the
root metan squared differences betweemn T/P anrd Jason-1 tandciem mission data. They
note that this estimate should be a lower bound( as it omits errors commnon to the
altimeter observations and the re-analysis products.
A globally averaged uncertainty budget for T/P is summarized in Chelton et
al.(2001). PWS derive their second error estimate 1by adding the globally averaged
wet tropospheric uilncertainty, ionospheric unlmcertainty, and orbital lunmcertainty fromI
Chelton et al. 2001 (1.1 c:m + 0.5 cm + 2.5 c:m = 4.1 cm) to the uncertainty from
radar error and• clectromagnetic and skewness bias that they p)arameterize as being
plroplortional to the standard deviatiol of the significant wave height, -1. 02 ash. The
two error miaps PWS c:alcullated were in reasonable ,agrleeent, with the latter me(thod()(
showing a greater tendency for large uncertainty values.
Uncertainty arises from the removal of )both ocean tides and atmospheric pressure-
driven signals from the altimetric observations. In the analysis carried out by PWS
for the ECCO-GODAE state estimate, 1 cml was adde(d to the representation error
for (eep-sea tides. An uncertainty for pressure-driven signals was added using a
simple inverted baromneter relation of 1 cmn/hPa. A lower bound for the error in the
atm)ospheric sea level pressure field was derived by taking the standard deviation of
the (differelnces between the European Centre for Me(dium-Rainge Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) anmd NCEP pressure re-analysis fields.
Model representation uncertainty was calculate(d bly comtparing the variance in the
ECCO-GODAE 10 state estimate to that of a forward model with 1/80 resolution. It
was founmd that in highly energetic regions such as the ACC, the SSH anominaly uncer-
tainty budget is dominated lby the representation error dulle to unresolved mnesoscale
activity.
The final uncertainty field plroduced for the ECCO-GODAE state estimate is a
comb)inati(on of the observational error, the p)rocessing error, and the representation
error components (descrilbed above. The ob)servational error field used is the one
PWS (lerived using the standlar(l deviation of the significant wave height (the second
method descril)ed above). In qu(liet ocean regions, these three error components con-
tribute coml)parally. In energetic regions the contribution from representation error
dominates.
For this p)roject, the sea surface height anomaly uncertainty field determined by
PWS is interpolated to cover the model domain. Regions with extremely sparse data
coverage have been set to the iaxiinmi uncertainty value of -36.3 cm. The median
uncertainty value in the (domain is -10.3 mn.
Mean Sea Surface Topography
The miean sea sulrfacC height error file used iln the ECCO-GODAE production run is
interpolated to the model grid. The (omimiant contribution to the field comes from
taking 1% of the significant wave height field provideld by Chelton ct al.(2001). In-
strument error, which is expected to )be about 1 cm, is included in the estimated error.
A representation error of another centimeter is added. Relatively small contribultions
from the mean variaince in T/P and from the mean inverte(d baromneter effect are
also iiclluded. In the Southern Ocean this uncCrtainty field ranges from -3.1cIn to
-- 5.6cm. Where uincrtainty data was absent (e.g. the Ross Sea) the error was set to
the maximum exl)ected GRACE geoid error of '5.6 cm. The median uncertainty is
'4.7 cm. To ensure no sharp contrasts in the incertainty field a gaussian smoothing
is applied to the field.
4.3.2 In Situ Data
As part of the ECCO consortium, Gail Forget has determined a spatially varying
uncertainty field for the in situ hydrographic data (Forget and Wunsch; 2006). The
field is a climlatological error in the sense that it is based on binning the data and
examining the standard deviation of the error within the bins. This assumption of
stationary ocean variability is necessary d(ue to scarcity of data. The mean seasonal
cycle was accounted for, however, in the top 1000 meters. An extrapolation mnapping
technilque (Rhein ct aal.; 2002) was necessary where dalta were too scarce for a standard
deviation to be calculated. This miapping icethod was usedl as a smnoother where data
were more abundant. An uncertainty field was roduice(d from standard deviations
provided by Levitus et al.(2001), and from the standard deviations calculated lby
Forget. Forget's analysis focused on recent CTD aCnd Argo data, which were absent
in the calculation of Levitus et al.(2001). The vertical structure of the two uncertainty
fields is consistent. This is reassuring as the Levitus et al. vertical uncertainty profile
is used to weight the open boundary condition control vectors. The two uncertainty
fields are averaged, annd then the nmapping is re-applied to slightly snmooth the solution.
The lderived uncertainty estimate suggests observational variability on par with a
1/8' resolution forward model run, and thus representative error in this estimate is
of acceptable magnitude. As one would expect, the uncertainty field has greatest
magnitudes in the highly energetic regions.
The uncertainty field was interpolated to the 1/6G model grid and smoothed.
Uncertainty values for temperature 1below .05° C and below .01 for salinity are replaced
by the vertical uncertainty profile values derived by Levitus et al. The miediaan (in
the horizontal) of the uncertainty field used is plotted in Figure (4-1).
4.3.3 Climatology
The estimated climatological uncertainty used in the ECCO-GODAE state estimate
is derived by Gail Forget. This field must represent the error from instrument noise
anIld representation errors. The field must also include errors introduced by cliImatic
variability, as the model does not cover the full period of time the climatology rep-
resents. The spatially varying error estimate provided by Gouretski and Koltermiann
(2004) is used for the noise and rel)resentation errors. An uncertainty for cliimatic
variability is included which allows the model to deviate from the climatology to a
degree on par with the overall climatic variability. The field Forget derived is in-
terpolated to the 1/6' and smoothed using a Gaussian filter. The median (in the
horizontal) of the climatological uncertainty field is plotted in Figure (4-1).
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Figure 4-1: Median uncertainty (calculated horizontally over the domain) for the
in situ observations and hydrographic climotology.
4.3.4 Sea Surface Temperature
A constant uncertainty value of 2.80C has been assigned to this field. This represents
a considerable increase from the -0.5 0C value used in the ECCO-GODAE production
run, and was chosen to account for both interpolation errors and for the smoothness
of processed sea surface temperature field.
4.4 Estimated Uncertainty in the Controls
The control vectors are the perturbations to the initial conditions, the northern
boundary conditions, and the prescribed atmospheric state. The first estimate used
for the control values is zero. The optimization procedure determines values for these
vectors that minimize the cost function. The controls, however, are constrained to re-
main within the uncertainty of the fields they represent. The uncertainties attributed
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to the controlled fields are described below. The atmnosp)heric state controls and the
northern boundary controls are linearly interpolated between values given at 10 day
intervals. All the control vectors have fulll spatial resolution.
4.4.1 Prescribed Atmospheric State Uncertainty
As explained in Section (3.2.2), an initial guess of the atmospheric state is taken fr'omn
the NCEP re-analysis fields. Control vectors are used to perturb this estimated state.
The tinw-mean uncertainty is given as a constant value. The values used, chosen
from eXl)erience with the ECC() 10 bulk formula state estimate, are given in Table
(4.1).
The uncertainty in the time-varying NCEP prescribed atmoslpheric state are de-
rived from the tempnloral standard deviations of the fields from 1992 to 2003. These
standard deviations are questioncabl)ly small over large regions of the domain. To re(m-
e(ly this, any value that was less than 50% of the maximum stanldard deviation in the
doinmain was increased to this larger value. The fields were then all smoothed with a
Gaussian filter. Table (4.2) gives the mininminn, edian, and nmaximum uIncertainty
values for the time-variablc comIpoment of the prescribe(d atmospheric state
Atmospheric state uncertainty estimate (time mean component)
Air telmp)erature 4" Celsius
Specific humidity 2x1(0-: kilogram water vapor / kilognun air
Meridional wind speed 4 (meters svec(o(l-'
Zonal winld sp)eed 4 meoters secol(d-1
Precipitation 6x10 - s meters s(c( ()nd-1
Shiort wave radiative flux 60 watts nmtcer - 2
Table 4.1: Uncertainty in the time mean component of the NCEP p1rescrilbed atmno-
spheric state
Atmospheric state uncertainty estimate (time variable component)
Atmospheric field minimum median naxilnllln units
Air temiperature 10 10 20 dcgrees Celcius
Specific lumidity 1.7 1.7 3.5 10-: kg H2 0(kg air)- 1
Meridiolmal wind speed 2.7 4.3 5.4 inmters sccond - '
Zonal winl( speed 3.3 4.6 6.6 meters second - 1
Precipitation 4.4 4.4 8.7 10-8 meters seco()nd -l
Short wave radiative flux 55 74 110 watts meter - 2
Table 4.2: Minimum, median, and Inmaxinmumn uncertainty in the time variable com-
p)onent of the NCEP plrescril)ed atmuosl)heric state
4.4.2 Initial Condition Uncertainty
A one year spin up from the ECCO-GODAE I)roduction run (iteration 163) is used
as the first guess initial conditions. The model configuration used in this p)roject
is quite different from the ECCO-GODAE state estimate, and( it is possible that
the interpolation and spin-up alpplie(d may have resulted in an initial condition field
rather far from the optimal state. The uncertainty used to constrain the model to
the climatology (see Section 4.3.3) is used to weight the initial coIitions. As this
field may have large errors, the unfertainty was increased b)y a factor of 20 from the
climatology uncertainty field.
4.4.3 Open Northern Boundary Condition Uncertainty
A longitudinally constant vertical I)rofile is used to specify the uncertainty in the
open b)oundary condtition. For the prescribed(l tem)perature anIl salinity field, this un-
certainty p)rofile waýs derive(d from the standard tdeviations I)rovided fro(m Levitus et
al.(2001). (This l)rofile was found to be consistent with one calculated from recent
CTD and Argo (ata 1by Forge(t, see Section 4.3.2). The northern bo)undary con(tition,
applied at -24.7 0 S, is taken from the ECC()-GODAE production run (iteration 163).
The error field being used to con)strain the open boundary is (derived( as an uncertainty
estimiate for the hydrographic climatology; using it inmplies that the uncertainty in
the ECCO-GODAE 1' state estimate is approximately eqlllual to that of the climatol-
ogy. This may seem to be an overestimate, however considering representation error
b)etween the Southerni Ocean state estimate aInd the interpolated ECCO field, this
error bound is retasonable.
The observed surface geostrop)hic velocity at the northernl )(mindary is calcullated
from the sea surfmace height field given b)y the T/P altimeter. This field is comlpared
to the surface geostrophic velocity as calcullated from the ECCO-GODAE produc-
tion run sea surface height. The variance of the misfit betweemn these two fields is
calcullated. The assumption is then made that half this variance can b)e exp)laineld Iy
the barotropic velocity squared, and(l half by the fist )aroclinic mode surface velocity
squared. (The average buoyancy frequency frolm the region is used to determinile the
vertical mode decomIn)osition.) Using these two vertical modes, an error profile can
bte extraptolated to depth. This profile is averaged longitudinally. The derived verti-
cally varying uncertainty tprofile is a good) estimate over mIluch of the region, but it is
pro)bable too small inl boundary current regions. In the future it would( 1)e beneficial
to loosen this constnaint by increasing the error in en.er-getic regions. For now it, is
assumed that a reasonable lower bomnds on the error has been ol)ta.ind.

Chapter 5
Production of a Southern Ocean
State Estimate
Two goals were set for this thesis. The first goal was to d(etermine if a, large-scale
eddy-p)ermitting Southern Ocean ocean Inodel could )be brought into consistency with
observations. Proof of feasibility results in the production of a Southern Ocean state
estimate. With the first goal accollmplished, one can address the second goal of the
thesis, which is to use the state estimate to shed light on the clinmate an(d dy(ila.inics
of the Southern Ocean.
The first goal has been acconmplished; the production of a high resolution Southern
Ocea.n state estimate is feasible. Work carried out, which allows this conclusion to
be drawn, is descril)ed in Section 5.1. This section discusses the performance of the
olptimization, and shows that the mnodecl-data misfit was considerably reduced. In
Section 5.2 the consistency of the state estimate with observations is discussed. It is
found that the state estimate solution at hand has yet to converge to what is deemed
an aeccecl.ta)ble solution. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to pallse the optiimization and
analyze the current (preliminary) state estimate.
The state estimate is a solution to a high-resolution state-of-the-art numerical
miodel. M'uch of what is known of the Southern Ocean comnes from similar models
(e.g. FR.AM and OCCAM). Analysis of the mnodell solution produced in this work has
a large advantage over past miodel analysis. The state estimate solution that has be(en
produced has been compared to observations in detail. Inferences drawn from this
solution may therefore be tested. Section 5.2 points out the strengths and weaknesses
of the state estimate solution.
5.1 Feasibility of Eddy-Permitting Southern Ocean
State Estimation
Ocean state estimation is extremely computationally intensive. To run a global state
estimate on a single processor compulter one would be limited to a horizontal res-
olution of approximately 4' . To approach resolutions considered eddy-permitting,
a suplercolnmputer is absolutely iecessary. The SouthernL Ocean state estimate pre-
sented, though regional, still covers roughly a third of the globe, and so acquiring
sullpercomIpullting resources was a necessary step.
Besides simply acquiring massivc comiputers to push through massive comnputa-
tions, one, nmust work to ensure the efficiency of the computation at hand. The ECCO
group has spent considerable time testing and optimizing the MITgcim forward and
a.(joint model on a variety of platforms. One of the greatest impediments to the
feasibility of large state estimates is efficiency reading to, aind writing from, stor-
age devices during comIputations (known as input/outpult, I/O). Customization of
the code allows one to maximize stored variables and minimize I/O. This project
replresents the state estimnate with the largest grid ever carried out by the ECCO
consortium. The beginning of this project consisted of a large effort, led by Patrick
Heimbach, aimced at maximizing the efficiency of carrying out this state estimate (and
this effort continues). Many new I/0 routines were added to the MITgcn that will
aid this project, and future large scale state estimates. Routines were also optimized
to minimize the amoumnt of local storage necessary. State estimation using the adjoint
method remains, however, significantly restricted by the a-mounIt of local nenmory
available per processor.
The MIT ECCO group received an invitation to test the project at San Diego
Super Computing Center's (SDSC) new 32GB, 8 processor nodes on their DataStar
cluster. DataStar demonstrated excellent I/O performance. It was determined that
running a 1/6' state estimate on 600 processors at SDSC would be feasible; each iter-
ation would take about 48 computer hours. It's worth noting that the 600 processor
Southern Ocean state estimate runs at coIpl)arable speeds to the 60 processor ECCO-
GODAE production run set-up. That both the forward and the aldjoint comn)ponents
scale well is a considerable feat of software and hardware engineering giving great
promise for next generation ECCO projects.
A prol)osal to SDSC for comIputer time (beyond the test period() was submitted
in January 2006, and accepted in March ensuring that this 1/60 resolution Southern
Ocean state estimate could be attemp)te(d. In the Southern Ocean, the deco()rrelation
scale for spatial varial)ility is on the order of 85 kim (Gille; 1995), and( the Rossl)y
deformnation radius is on the order of 18 km (Marshall et al.; 1993). A model resolu-
tion o)f 1/60 (18.5 km meridtionally, and 3.9 km to 16.8 kmi zonally) can le coIsid(ered(
"eddy-permitting", as larger eddies are resolved. For a truly eddy resolving simula-
tion, a mod(lel must resolve higher order tderivatives on the scale of the (deformation
ra(dius.
A 1/60 forward model was designed (Section 3.1), anld run, for the year 2000.
Best guess initial and( northern boundary condition were derived from the 10 ECCO
glol)al ocean state estimate (Section 3.2). Output from the moldel was compared
to o)bservations, and found to be (qulalitatively consistent. A cost fiunction was then
d(esigned (Section 2.2) to quantify the motdel inisfit from the ob(servations. Model
control variables were id(entified( (Section 2.3 and 4.4). Using the a(ljoint method
(Section 2.3 to 2.5), the gradient of the cost fiunction with resl)ect to the controls
was ob)tained. Perturbations to the controls were fi)und based ()on these gradients
(Section 3.4). At the time of the writing of this thesis, eight iterations (cach consisting
of running the forward modlel, calculating the co(st, running the adtjoint model to
calculate the cost function gradients, and then updlating the control vectors) had
been carried out. The model-oblservation misfit was reduced( over the eight iterations.
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Figure 5-1: Cost terms due to model state misfit from observations. These terms are
normalized by the first cost value so that the performance of the adjoint method can
be deduced. The percent decrease from first cost entry to iteration 8 is shown in the
legend. See Section 4.1 for a description of the observations and Section 4.3 for a
description of their weights.
The machinery employed to reduce the model state's misfit from observations is
working. Figure (5-1) plots the cost of the misfit to the observations for each iteration.
Cost terms were added as the state estimate ran, so each cost term has its own starting
iteration. The cost terms have been divided by their starting value. While this masks
the magnitudes of the costs, and thus hides the adequacy of the model-observation
fit, it does allow evaluation of the performance of the state estimate. (The actual
misift to observations of the state estimate (iteration 8) is evaluated in Section 5.2.)
Figure (5-1) shows that every cost term has been reduced. The reduction for each
term, from its initial inclusion to iteration 8, is given in the figure legend. The adjoint
method works to reduce the total cost. The optimization will bring the average misfit
down, which means some individual cost terms may increase. It is acceptable for one
observational data set cost to increase, if other terms decrease. At the final converged
state, however, all cost terms should be reduced to an ancmceptable level. At the current
stage of the state estimate, some cost are still increasing from iteration to iteration.
For exanmple, the sea surface height anamoly (SSH) cost has increased since iteration
4, likely owing to the fact that the optimization focused its effirts on the many other
cost terms p)reselnt. The optimization appears to be working very well at reducing the
misfit to the mean sea surface height (DOT). This cost term has come down lby 38%
over just 3 iterations.
Though the total cost has come down 84% since the optimization )began, itera-
tion 8 has yet to reach an accelptablle state. The downward trend of Figure (5-1)
suggests, however, that the cost will continue to be reduced as the state estimnate
continues. Bringing a 1/6G eddy-perInitting Southern Ocean model into consistency
with observations is a feasible, though demnanding, exercise.
5.2 Model-Observation Misfit
Though the initial model run used what was arguably the most realistic boundary
anld initial conditions available, the state it produced was not fuilly consistent with
observations. Using the a(djoint model, this state has bleen brought considerably closer
to observations (see Section 5.1 above). The state estimate is currently consistent
with observations in some regions, and inconsistent in others. In this section the
performance of the state estimnate in fitting the observations is evaluated.
The goal of the state estimate is to bring the model state into consistency with
observations. If each observation were indeIlpendent (this is not the case for the clinta-
tology due to its processing), consistency would b1e d(efined such that the inean of the
misfit would applroach zero, and the variance of the normalized misfit (misfit magni-
tulde divided( by uncertacinty) would approach one. The cost, which is the normalized
misfit squared, should then have a '2 distribution. A X~ (list ril)tiion is I)lotted ill
Figure (5-2). From this figure it can be seen that while r-68% of the cost values
should be less thaln olne, it is to l)e expected that aln accteptable solution will have
a small perceintage of cost values far greater than one. (The X2 distribution l)lotted(
assumes 1 degree of freedom implying that there is one indelendent state variable,
xi, to fit each observation, yi.)
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Figure 5-2: Chi-square )robability density function.
In the following subsections, the model misfit to climatology and altimetry is
evaluated. Plots of model misfit to XBT and CTD in situ data are not shown. The
XBT data exists primarily equatorward of 400 S and at depths above 3000 meters. On
average, the model is fairly consistent with the XBT data; the average cost per term
is 2.5. The CTD data, which are far more sparse, are not fit as well by the model;
the mean cost per term is 21.5 for tem)perature observations and 11.0 for salinity
ol)servations. The uncertainty assigned to the sea surface temperature data requires
greater analysis; at I)resent a constant tolerance of 2.8 0C is allowed. Analysis of the
sea surface temperature data, and the model imisfit to this data, is left for future
work.
5.2.1 Climatology
Temperature
Figure (5-3) shows the misfit of the m1odel state to the ocean tempnerature clinmatol-
ogy. Panel A shows that compilared to the climatology, the mnodel state has a slight
cooling trend near Antarctica, and ca slight warming trend equatorward of 60'S. The
climatology data are smooth, and therefore one may expect large scale patterns in the
misfit. Panels B and C do show large I)atterns, bult they are smaller than individual
ocean basins, suggesting no fulll-basin heat-content misfit tendency is pI)rsent in the
m(odel. Panel D shows that there is a imisfit depewlndence oI latitlde. On average, the
surface waters are - l°C cooler than the climatology equatorward of 500 S, which is
an acceltaible misfit. The model surface waters are ,- lC warmer thtan the clima-
tology polewar(d ward of this latitude, and this misfit is greater than the umncertainty
p)rescribed to the climatology. (The uncertainty in the climatology is discussed in
Section 4.3.3.) The misfit of the intermnediate waters have the opposite misfit signa-
ture, warmer to the north, colder to the south. Taking into account climatological
uncertainty, the intermediate water inisfit is acceptable in the northern part of the
d(omlain, but poleward of - 600 S the misfit is too large. At delpthis below 2,000( me-
ters the model state is within 0.50 C of the climatology. A 0.50C misfit is considered
accel)tal)le above -2,500 meters, bult below this dep)th is outside of the climatological
uincertainty.
Figure (5-4) shows the cost associated with the climatology misfit. As exl)lained
above, a (,(-cost greater than 1 implies the miodel state is outside the uncertainty bouInds
placed on the climatology. This uncertainty is greater than loC at deIpths less then
1,000 meters andt latitudes equatorward of -,600 S. For this reason, the solution is for
the inost )part consistent with the climatology northwards of the Polar Front. Above
1,000 ineters anti poleward of ,-'600 S the uncertainty is order 0.5'C, and thus there is
a large cost associated with the order VI C misfit in this region. A large cost is also
found below 3000 minters where the lncertainty in the clinatology is only expected
to be , 0.2 0C.
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Figure 5-3: Model monthly temperature means minus climatology (positive values
denote the model state is warmer than the climatology). Units are potential temper-
ature [oC]. A) Latitude vs. month (zonally and vertically averaged). B) Longitude vs.
depth (latitudinally and temporally averaged). C) Longitude vs latitude (vertically
and temporally averaged). D) Latitude vs. depth (longitudinally and temporally
averaged).
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Figure 5-4: Cost associated with misfit shown in Figure (5-3). The cost equals the
weighted (by uncertainty) misfit squared. Panels A and B are analogous to Panels C
and D of Figure (5-3).
Salinity
Figure (5-5) shows the misfit of the model state to the ocean salinity climatology.
Panel A shows a small freshening trend( in the mn|odel at latitudes equatorward( of
the Subantarctic front. Panel B shows that, in contrast to the temperature misfit,
the salinity misfit is rather constant in longitude. Panel C shows the misfit to be
delen(dent on latitude. Panel D shows that, near the surface, the mnode(l state is saltier
than the cliinatology polewar( of 500 S, and fresher than the climatology equatorward
of this latitude. The o)pp)osite p)attern is shown for the intermne(diate water. Comparing
this plot to Panel D of Figure (5-3), it can be seen that salinity a.nd tempnlerature
d(ifferences compensate such that the mrod(el density structure is likely to (be similar
to that of the clinatology (i.e. the model is either warmer and saltier, or colder aIlnt
fresher, than the climatologgy).
Figure (5-6) shows the cost associated( with the salinity misfit. The Inod)(el state
is largely consistent with the climatology at depths below 2,000 meters. At shallower
dtepths the model state is rather consistent in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
region, but (deviates north and south of these latitudes. Similar to the temperature
cost, there is still much improvement neelded( to brilng the imoodel into consisteciy with
the climatology near the R.oss and Weddell Seas.
Sparsity of observations was accountedl for in determnining the uncertainty in the
climatology. Nonetheless, one is most d(istrustfll of the climatology in the p)oorly
samlnIpled Subpolar Zone. Panel B of Figures (5-4) and (5-6) show that this is the very
region where the state estimate is least a(cceptable with respect to the climatn)ology.
Future work should include a reevaluation of the c(liiatological uncertainty in this
region. It is very possible that variability (for example in the strength of the Ross
and Wcteddell Sea Gyres, or in the atmn)osphric forcing) (causes a larger uncertainty ill
the climnatology along the Antarctic Shelf than was previously realized.
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Figure 5-5: Model monthly salinity means minus climatology (positive values denote
the model state is saltier than the climatology). A) Latitude vs. month (zonally and
vertically averaged). B) Longitude vs. depth (latitudinally and temporally averaged).
C) Longitude vs latitude (vertically and temporally averaged). D) Latitude vs. depth
(longitudinally and temporally averaged).
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Figure 5-6: Cost associated with misfit shown in Figure (5-5). The cost equals the
weighted (by uncertainty) misfit squared. Panels A and B are analogous to Panels C
and D of Figure (5-5).
5.2.2 Altimetry
The misfit of the model mean sea surface height to altimetry, and the cost associated
with this misfit is shown in Figure (5-7). While some regions are consistent (for
example, the eastern South Indian Ocean), there are still some some regions where
much improvement is needed (east of the Drake Passage for example).
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Figure 5-7: A) Mean model sea surface height misfit to altimetry in meters. B) Cost
associated with this misfit.
Figure (5-8) shows the model sea surface height anomaly misfit to A) the Topex/Poseidon
(T/P), and B) the European Remote-Sensing (ERS) altimeter observed anomalies.
The sea surface height anomaly is only available at locations along the altimeter or-
bital paths. Plots shown in Figure (5-8) are attained by binning and averaging the
misfit over the full year of the state estimate. The misfit is then smoothed in order
to be better visualized. The average misfit of each term over much of the region is
order 0.1 meters, with the largest values along the path of the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current. The acceptable misfit for sea surface height altimetric observations is also
on the order of 0.1 meters. The cost, summed in time, is quite large however, with an
average cost per term of about 16. Panel C in Figure (5-8) shows the summed cost
contribution from sea surface height anomaly misfits. There are regions where the
a
cost is quite high, for example in the South Pacific region of the Southern Ocean, espe-
cially around New Zealand. These high cost regions are, for the most part, scattered
throughout the Southern Ocean
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Figure 5-8: Sea surface height anomaly misfit of the model state from A) T/P and B)
ERS observed anomalies. The misfit was binned and averaged over the state estimate
duration, and then smoothed, in order to make the misfit more easily visualized. The
colorbar (to the left) is misfit in meters. Panel C shows the combined cost (summed
in time) associated with the misfit to the altimeters.
5.3 Summary
Remaining cost in the state estimate solution results from either an underestimate
of the uncertainty in the data, an underestimate of the representation error in the
model, or simply that more iterations are needed for the optimization to converge to
an acceptable state. While uncertainty estimates for the model and the observations
are imperfect, remaining misfits in the Southern Ocean state estimate primarily result
from the need for more iterations to be carried out. Previous state estimates have
taken on the order of 75 (Stammer et al., 2002; Ayoub, 2006) iterations to converge.
Although the number of iterations needed for convergence is strongly dependent on
how far the initial controls and the initial state deviated from acceptable values, 8
iterations is too few to expect a converged acceptable solution to be obtained. Figure
(5-1) shows that the cost is still being considerable reduced, and there is no reason
to expect this trend will not continue.
A model ocean state has been brought closer to o()servations through the ad-
joint method. In select regions, this state is consistent with observations. Over the
majority of the doImaain, however, the state is still unacceItab)le. Bringing the state
into consistency with observations is possi1ble through further iterations of the a(tjoint
method. Carrying out these iterations is left for future work.

Chapter 6
The Southern Ocean General
Circulation
6.1 Introduction
The physical oceanographer's primary goals are to determine the general circulation
of the ocean, and then to explain this circulation by uncovering which mechanisms
dominate the dyncamics. Much progress has beenI miade towards both these goals,
and a large Ipart of this progress can be attributed to the the ools of inverse calchulations
and numerical models. Combining inverse methods with high-resolution phkysically
realistic nunmerica.l models, as was done in this work, now allows even greater light
to be shed on the o(cean circulation and the dynamics driving it. This final c(haJpter
covers the preliminary steps of analysis; that is, this chapter begins to describe the
general circulation of the Southern Ocean. Determining the dominant dynamical
processes dlriving this circulation is left for future work.
The state estimate used to describe the Southern Ocean's circulation is not fully
consistent with observations. Chapter 5 described the "goodness" of the state esti-
imiate analyzed here. That "goodness" information cam be use to gauge the accuracy
of the inferences made in this chapter. Future work should determine a method for
calculating accurate error bounds on the Southern Ocean circulation based on model-
observation misfit. For now, only the approximate circulation is presented and no
attempt to gauge uncertainty is given.
The state estimate emIploys the Boussinesq a)pptroximation, and thus volume trans-
port )becomes the ap)pro)l)riate surroLgate for mass transport. Section (6.2) examines
the zonal volume transport. Though the nmcri(tional volume flux is higher order in
the Southern Ocean, it is still of great interest in climate science because a large
amollunt of water class transformation occurs in the Southern Ocean. The mneritd-
ional transport is described in Section (6.3). To quantify this merid(ional transport
of water masses, here characterized by their (density signatures, it is useful to inte-
grate ()onally, and then calculate the ineri(lional overturning streamfunction, Q, where
(T = "z, T = -V- ). As water bodies flow pIrimnarily along neutral d(ensity surfaces,
the path of integration should follow these surfaces or spurious features may bleconme
p)resent (Diiis and Webb; 1994). For analyzing the p)attcrnl and( approximate strength
of the flow, using pIotenltial (tensity referenced to 2000 decibars, a 2, is a sufficient sub-
stitute for neutral d(ensity (Lee and( Coward; 2003). A quantification of the menridional
inter-occan exchange along a 2 surfaces is given in Section (6.3).
To gain insight into water masses flowing into and out of the Southern Ocean, it
is beneficial to break up the overturning streanfiunction into smaller regions. Three
study regions are highlighted for analysis below. These regions, the South Atlantic
Ocean, the South In(dianI Ocean, aind the South Pacific Ocean, are (lenoted in Figure
(6-1). This figure also shows the nceridionalI cross-sections where the zonal transport
is analyzed.
Throughout this chapter the readter must remembenlbr that this analysis is of pre-
limninary results. Development of a state estimate is a substantial project and one
should not wait for a converged solution to begin analysis. While the final converged
solution will be different fronm the intermne(diate solution, the model grid will be the
same. Developing software to analyze the state estinmate (can l)egin with the first
iteration. Putting this software to use as early as I)ossible is beneficial as well. For
exaimple, in the preliminary analysis presented in this chapter it is shown that, similar
to nmany Southern Ocean models, the z'onal transp)ort is mulch larger than observed.
This transport magnitulde not only nmotivates several ilnned(iate questions, but also
Figure 6-1: Bathymetry of the domain (colorbar is depth in meters). Regions where
the zonal mean streamfunction was analyzed are outlined with thick black lines. Dark
green lines show meridional sections where the zonal transport was analyzed.
provides a baseline to compare the converged solution too. If the converged solu-
tion has a zonal transport magnitude that is consistent with the observed estimate,
determining what has driven this change will be insightful.
6.2 Zonal T ransport
A standard diagnostic in numerical ocean models is the transport through the Drake
Passage (the SRO1 WOCE section). The observed annually averaged transport nu-
merical models aim to reproduce is 134 +27 Sv (Cunningham et al.; 2003). Consis-
tency with this observed estimate is not readily achieved, in fact the bathyrnetry of
many coarse resolution models is tuned in order to come closer to this value. Model
estimates range from well under 100Sv, to well over 200Sv (Russell et al.; 2005).
Most eddy permitting models come close, but are still well above, the preferred value
(Olbers et al.; 2004). This state estimate is no exception, with an annual mean trans-
port of 238 Sv. The standard deviation of this transport time series, which excludes
interannual variability, was 7 Sv. This transport, along with the transport across
meridional sections between Antarctica and Australia (the WOCE SR.3 repeat sec-
tion), and between Antarctica and South Africa, is plotted in Figure (6-2A). The SR3
section has a mean transport of 256 Sv with a standard deviation of 7 Sv. The section
south of Africa has a mean transport of 240 Sv, also with a standard deviation of 7
Sv. From these transports an Indonesian throughway transport of approximately 17
Sv can be inferred. (One mnay claim that 16 Sv must pass through the Indonesian
throughway and 2 Sv must pass through the Arctic Ocean, but the magnitude of the
uncertainty in the zonal transport makes this claim a bit fa.r-fetched).
The temporal correlation of the total transport between slices, as shown in Figure
(6-2 A), is remarkable. The transport magnitude signal travels much faster than the
fluid moves itself. It is possible that the fastest fluid parcels moving on a direct path
may be able to make it from one section to the next on the order of 1 month. The
plot shows, however, not even a. 1 week lag between sections. It is impossible that
Rossby waves could be transmitting this signal, since they propagate westward and
are therefore slowed by aIdvection from the castward moving Antarctic Circumpolar
Current. A more likely cause of this highly temiporally correlated transport is atmno-
spheric forcing, since a.tnospheric signals, and the barotropic oceanic responses to
them, are ca.pa.ble of moving this quickly. Coherent patterns of circuminpolar atmo-
spheric forcing have been foulnd, and fluctuations in this forcing have been shown to
correlate with sub-surface pressure gauges around Antarctica (Hughes et al.; 2003).
In further support of the hypothesis that barotropic responses to atmospheric forcing
is responsible for this coherent circumpolar transport varia.bility, several studies have
shown that changes in the zonal wind stress in a. model result in a chanige in the zonal
transport (Ha.llberg alnd Gnanadesikan; 2005; Webb and de Cuevas; 2006). Hughes
et al. (1999) found a. strong correlation between the zonal transport variability in the
FRAM model a.nd the zonally averaged wind at 650S. They found a.n even stronger
correlation with the tralnsport variability and the wind stress curl poleward of 65'S,
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Figure 6-2: Panel A is the total zonal transport between South America and Antarc-
tica (red), Africa and Antarctica (green), and Australia and Antarctica (blue) as a
function of time. Panel B, C, and D shows the vertically integrated transport through
these respective sections. The colorbar denotes the transport in Sverdrups. See the
green meridional lines in Figure (6-1) for the exact location of these sections.
which suggests the strength of the Subpolar Region circulation is significant in setting
the zonal Antarctic Circumpolar Current transport magnitude. An initial test of this
wind driven zonal transport hypothesis is given in Figure (6-3). This figure plots
the mean meridional and zonal wind speeds along the section between Africa and
Antarctica. The mean wind speeds and the zonal transport across this section are
not significantly correlated; the correlation coefficient for both wind speeds to trans-
port is approximately -0.1. Clearly the relationship between the atmospheric forcing
and the zonal transport variability is complex. Future work should investigate this
relationship, and try to determine why there is an insignificant lag along these three
meridional sections that are separated by such a great distance.
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Figure 6-3: The dashed black line is the total transport between Africa and Antarctica
in Sverdrups as a function of time. The blue and red lines are the mean zonal and
meridional wind speeds across this section respectively. These are sampled at the
same frequency as the transport.
Figure (6-2 B,C,&D) show the vertically integrated transport along the sections
from Antarctica to South America, Africa, and Australia respectively. This shows
that, for the most part, the large transport is actually achieved in narrow fronts.
Where the influence of topography is less significant, the Subantarctic and Polar
Fronts are quite distinguishable. In some cases the so-called Southern Front, which
is located poleward of the Polar Front, is also distinguishable. Though topography is
influential in the three sections shown, the two frontal regions are still distinguishable.
Also notable in the sections are the (continental) boundary currents, which often
oppose the Antarctic Circumpolar Current transport. The most notable of these
currents is the Agulhas overshoot, which can be seen in Figure (6-2 C) to have a
transport on the same order as what is found along the Subantarctic front. These
two strong opposing flows make it easy to understand why this is one of the most
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turbulent and eddy rich regions of the World Oceans.
The large discrepancy between the observational transport estimate and the state
estimate's transp)ort value IImay be (ldue to the fact that the state estimate is not
conlverge(d. The results analyzed are preliminary; as was shown in Chapter 5, there
are large regions ()ver the Antarctic Circumpolar Current that are inconsistent with
the observed mean sea surface height. It is alnmost certain that the mean Antarc-
tic Circumtpolar Current transport will vary as the mealn sea surface height changes.
There are other (possible reasons for this inconsistency, for exampn)le an inmproper )pa-
rameterization of small scale ocean dynamics or an inappropriate representation of
b)ottoIm top)ography could contribute to the (tiscrep)ency. The ECCO P1 global state
estimate lused to initialize this mo(del does give a zonal Antarctic Circumpolar Trans-
port consistent with observations. Possible reasons for this d(ifference in the current
high-resolution model are d(iscusse(d in Section (6.4).
6.3 Meridional Transports
The Southern Ocean ventilates large regions of the World Oceans, with its signatures
found even in the North Atlantic intermediate waters (Marsh et al.; 2000). This role
in ventilation stresses the importance of the Southern Ocean to the global cliiate.
To quantify and understand the Southern Ocean's role in climate it is necessary to
determrine its meridional overturning circulation. This section dtescribes this Southern
Ocean circulation.
It is natural for scientists to view the oceans in (depth coordinates, indeed this
is how humians (anmd the MITgcmn) view the world. The proper vertical reference
frame for ocean dynamics, however, is along lines of neutral (lensity. A proced•ure to
calculate the meridional transport (or any physical processes) in (lenisity space, and(
then portray the result in d(epth space, is extremely useful. A framnework to (do this was
derive(l for tem)porally constant flows 1)y McIntosh and McDougall (1996). Lee and
Coward (2003) appended a temporal dependence to this (lerivation. A more complete
derivation of the the meridional overturning streamfrlunction than that t)published in
these two works is given in Appendix A. Below the result is given, and the physical
significance of the terms are noted.
The goal is to find the zonal integral of the time mean flux of a property, C,
between two isopycnal layers, pli and p2, of d(leth z1 and z2:
/xi' 1 J zi(x,y,pi ,t)
- vCdzdtdx, (6.1)
w ".T z2(x,y,lp2,t)
where v is the mecridional velclity, 7 is the duration of the anIalysis period, and C is
any fluid property in quc stion (e.g. heat content). To determine the volume transport
betwcin the isopycinals one woul(l set C = 1.
To gain insight into the processes at work in this transport, varial)les are separated
into mean conmponents and pIcrturbations from the means: v = L + v' = [-] + ±* + v'.
Here an overbar denotes a time miean, a square bracket denotes a zonal IneanI, a prilme
denotes a. (deviation from the time mean, and an asterisk d(enotes a deviation from
the zonal mean. This is also done for the isopycnal depth such that z,(x, y, p,, t) =
z, + ~z = [= ] +ý * ++ -. In the derivation the asslmption is made that perturbation
values are higher order than the mean. That is, while barred and bracketed variables
are considered 0(1), primed and starred variables are considered ()() where C << 1.
The calculation is carried out to sceond order; all terms of O(e ) are neglected. The
validity of this approximation is discussed below.
The analysis given in this chapter focuses on the volume transport, and thus C is
set to 1. h is defined to be the isoI)ycnal thickness, and L is (defined( to l)e length of
zonmal integration (L f,ý7I dx). Koeping h finite, but taking the limit where pl(zl)
approaches p2(z2), such thatl z1  2 z, ()ne finds (s(e, Appendix A)
[h]--1 x' 1  j vdzdtdx = L Ehv/ E (6.2)
= L[T] (6.3a)
-L [I*p*] / (6.3b)
-L [v,'p'/•Tz - (1/2) (t)~p/•Pz] . (6.3c.)
This equation gives the zonally integrated and time mean Incridional voluine trails-
port in an isopycnal layer. In the continlum limit where the isopycnal layer thickness
approaches zero, Equation (6.3) gives the zomlally integrated and time m(mean transl)ort
along isopycnals. The only assumpl)tion ade in its (lerivation is that perturbations
fromn the meean are small. Whelm the vertical density gradient approaches zero this
assumption is violated. As is shown in Appendix A, when Pz becoImes small, pertur-
l)ations in the layer thickness ca:i be o(f very large anmplitude. It is to be explected(
that. the analysis l)elow will b)e robu)st over 1(uch of the ocean. There are two regions,
however, where Op/dz is very small and the fornrmulation may b)reak down. These two
regions are near the Antarctic Continent (specifically in the Ross and Weddell Seas),
and in the surface mixed layer. In these regions caution imust be taken in evaluating
the meridional transport with this formulation.
Integrating the continuity equ(lation (ux + vy + .wz = 0) zonally, either betweell
continents where u must 1be zero, or around full latitude circles where u is periodic,
gives L[v], + L[w]z = 0. One may therefore define a streamfunction (4', -'y) =
(L[v], L[w]), which ensures continuity. This is the streamnfunction for the Eulerian
mean circulation. The Eulerian streamflfunction, which is attained 1)y vertical integra-
tion of term (6.3a), does not take into account isol)ycnal mealnders from latitude cir-
cles. Neglecting these meanders caulses spurious circulation features(Di6i6s and Webb;
1994). The tra.nsformed Eulerian mean streamfunction, also known as the residual
miean streamfunction, is defined as •, = L[vh]/ [h]. This is the zonally integrated
volume weighted isot)ycn.al tranSl)ort of Equation (6.2). It is desiralble to anialyze, aid
work with the residual metan circulation, as buoyancy iand other water properties (e.g.
CFCs) are advected by this velocity. In the residual mneani circulation framework, no
"eddy" terms show u111) exp)licitly in the buoyancy equation; only dliabatic processes
force property tralnsl)ort across Vt streamlines. Equation (6.2) shows that the eddy
terms, (6.3b) and (6.3c), are subtracted from the Eulerian circulationm, (6.3a), leaving
the residual miean circulation.
Physical interplretation of the "eddy" terms is relatively straightforward. The
residual mean transport, Equation (6.2), is the mean volunme flux within an isopyc-
nal layer. The layer thicknesses vary in space and time. When integrating zonally,
the vohlume flux resulting from these thickness perturbations is accounted for by the
eddy terms. The Eulerian mean transport, L[T], is the volume transport derived by
integrating around latitudinal circles; it does not account for layer thickness varia-
tions. The thermal wind relation shows that, when integrate(d zonally, time mean
layer stretching in the presence of a background velocity shear results in a higher
order meridional transport (see Appendix A). A significant mean transport can re-
sult, however, from velocity pcrturl)ations being correlated with the time mean layer
thickness perturbations. Term (6.3b), which is often referred to as the "standing
eddy" term (suggesting standing eddies are responsible for this isopynal stretching
and velocity perturbation), accounts for this transport. Transient features of the
flow, for example from convective events or frontal instabilities, are accounted for in
the so-called "transient eddy" terms. These terms, (6.3c), show that isopycnal layer
stretching correlated with time varying velocity perturbations, or in the presence of
a. background velocity shea.r, may cause a significant transport within an isopjycnal
layer.
A standing and transient eddy streamfunction may be defined as
= -L *] / (6.4)
• =L [- v'p'/P + (1/2) ()P/2/Pz] . (6.5)
The residual stream function becomes 4, = i, + 4' + 4t. Vertically integrating
from the bottom to depth z allows calculation of the residual mean streamfunction
from the meridional velocity and the density:
v) t f L [7l,1 /r dz (6.6)
I= []dz - L [r*p*] / ] - L p/p + L (U)z/22z
Bottom contributions from standing and transient eddies vanish in the above equa-
tion because the no-slip boundary condition dictates that the mean and poerturl)ation
meridional velocity both vanish identically at the sea floor. The residual mean trans-
port is determined to within a constant (which was set to zero at the blottom), and
it is important to remember that actual transports are p)roportional to the differeinc(
)betwoeen values at (different del)ths.
The residual mean circulation is p)lotted( in Figure (6-4). As expected, the val-
uies are (luestionlably large near Antarctica and( in the surface mixed! layer; these
are regions where the assumpltions madle above may b)reak down. Nevertheless, the
streamnflmution plotted gives a goo(t qualitative look at the Southern Ocean meridional
overturning. Upper Deep Water enters the Southern Ocean approximately between
1,500 meters and 4,000 meters. This water u1lwells between - 27 0S and i 350S.
Convergence a<t the Subtropical front causes sub)(duction at - 370 S. This thermocline
water joins with the up)welled deep water in a strong equatorward flow. A significant
portion of the u1l)welle(1 u)pp)er (deep) waters niever enter the Antarctic Circunmpolar
Current 1)because the strong fronts of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current act as a
barrier to their transport. This barrier effect is apparent from the weak meridional
flow p)oleward of 400 S at depths between 500 in and 3500 in. South of these fronts,
and at mid-depths, another large circulation is found. Water sinks near the Antarctic
coast an(d thenl recirculates, upwelling just south of the polar front. At (depIths a()ove
500 meters, anmd b)elow 3500, incters some of this water escapes this near-contin(ent
recirculation. At depths below 4,000 meters and( north of the Drake Passage lati-
tudes, a relatively strong outflow of b)ottomI water is found. This outflow is a mix of
waters formed near Antarctica andt of poleward flowing Lower Circumpolar Deep Wa-
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Figure 6-4: Residual mean streamfunction, ý4, in Sverdrups (Sv) for the state esti-
mate domain. The contour interval is 2 Sv. Positive values denote counter-clockwise
circulations, and negative values, which have dashed contours, denote clockwise cir-
culations. Temporal and zonal mean a2 (potential density referenced to 2000 db)
contours are overlayed. Note the a2 contour intervals change from 0.5 kg/m 3 to 0.1
kg/m 3 at a2 = 36.5 kg/m 3 . Dashed contours represent a2 = 37.05 & 37.15 kg/m .
ter. How much each of these two sources contributes to this volume of equatorward
flowing bottom water has important climate implications, as the age since ventilation
for the two water masses is very different. A significant feature of the residual mean
streamfunction in Figure (6-4) is a substantial diapycnal flow. This is also found
when the streamfunction is calculated along isopycnals. Discussion of this result is
deferred to Section 6.4.
It should be noted that the residual streamfunction plotted is in good agreement
with others derived for similar models, e.g. FRAM (Doos and Webb; 1994) and
OCCAM (Lee and Coward; 2003). One difference is the state estimate finds a stronger
overturning at depth than that of FRAM. Also FRAM and OCCAM both find a
negligible overturning poleward of 65°S. In contrast to this, the inverse calculation of
!
Sloyan and Rintoul (2001)b) finds a near-continent overturning on the order of 50 Sv
which is of the samle magnitude found in the residual streaamfunction calculation in this
work. The amplitude of this streamfunction in this region, however, is questionable
(as explained above).
Many factors account for discrepancies between numerical model solutions, rang-
ing from choice and implementation of l)ountdary conditions to spatial resolution.
The rest of this section will focus on the difference in the circulation inferred from
the Southern Ocean state estimate pro(dulced, and that inferred directly from ol)ser-
vations. For purposes of quantitative c()mparison, however, the formulation above,
with its assumnptions of small isopycnal p)erturl)ations from the inmean, is inferior to
a calculation of the streamfunction in isopycnal space. Converting the mod(el state
from length coordinates to isop.ycmal coordinates is computationally intensive. The
p)roblemn is mia(de more tractab1le, however, if the transformation is made only on the
time-mean state. It is possible to (letermine if this state is a good( rep)resentation of
the furll time variable transport, because the formulation of the residual inmean circu-
lation given above, with its separation of the temporal mean and anomialous state,
reveals the significance of the transient circulation to the mean transport.
The transport resulting from the time varial)le circulation is shown in Figure (6-5).
To determine the contril)ution of transients, the miodel state was sanmpled at 7 day
intervals. This is a sufficient samptling interval as altimeter data indicates an e-folding
scale of 34 days for temporal variability inl the Southern Ocean (Gille; 1995). rTran-
sient features dlrive a deep and narrow sl)lubduction cell aroundI 680S. The time varial)le
flows also play a role ill the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, forming several small re-
circulations at frontal latitudes. The transient circulation appears to be significant
near the surface, which is likely due to temporal shifts in the wind stress loc:ation
an(t strength. The transient component of the meri(lional overturning circulation is,
however, higher order. Except in locations where the timei mean circulation goes to
zero, the ratio of the magnitude of the transient component to the timne mean ('co(n-
)ponent is order 0.1 (see Figure (6-6)). The results that follow focus on the time meacn
streamfunction calculate(d in isopycnal space. Neglecting the transient circulation is
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Figure 6-5: Contribution to the residual mean streamfunction from the time variable
circulation. The contour interval is 0.5 Sverdrups. r2 contours are overlayed.
justified by Figure (6-6), but there is associated error in this omission that should
not be overlooked.
The time mean meridional transport calculated in isopycnal coordinates (potential
density referenced to 2000 decibars is the vertical coordinate) is shown in Figure (6-7).
While Figure (6-4) may be more readily interpreted, Figure (6-7) allows the transport
to be determined more accurately. This is especially true near Antarctica, where not
only is the streamfunction magnitude more reasonable, but it can now also be seen
that two circulation cells exist. Both circulations have magnitudes on the order of 10
Sv. Wind drives the surface waters towards the Antarctic continent where they enter
boundary currents and eventually subduct. The subducted waters flow northward
rising to the surface again at the Polar Front. This upper cell circulation is of a
counter-clockwise orientation. Some of the subducted waters reach to greater depths
where they enter a separate deep cell. This deeper cell is characterized by a clockwise
circulation.
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Figure 6-6: Ratio of the time variable streamfunction magnitude to the time mean
streamfunction magnitude. a2 contours are overlayed.
Equatorward of the Polar Front another large wind driven circulation exists. This
clockwise circulation cell, which spans the latitudes from 550 S to 400 S, drives surface
waters equatorward. The cell reaches its maximum transport value of about 40 Sv
around 480 S. The water continues north, gaining buoyancy as it goes, until dramat-
ically weakening upon reaching a weaker southward flow at the Subtropical Front
at - 400 S. The southward flow interacting with this cell is actually two separate
circulations, one near the surface and one at depth. The deep inflow, with density
34.0 < a2 < 36.3, has a magnitude of about 25 Sv. A portion of the denser inflow
waters lose buoyancy and return equatorward before ever crossing into the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current latitudes. This implies substantial mixing is occurring around
the Subtropical Front. Much of the lighter poleward inflow penetrates far into the
Southern Ocean before being upwelled at the Polar Front. Hallberg and Gnanade-
sikan (2005) have experimented with models of various resolutions and found that this
inflow was only able to cross the Subantarctic Front and penetrate to the Polar Front
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Figure 6-7: Temporal and zonal mean streamfunction calculated in isopycnal space
for the state estimate domain. The contour interval is 2 Sv. Note the change of scale
at o2 = 36.5kg/m 3 .
at eddy permitting resolutions, suggesting eddies are the means for which waters may
cross the Southern Ocean's strong fronts.
The description of the meridional circulation given above by no means implies a
strictly two-dimensional flow in the Southern Ocean. On the contrary, the meridional
overturning depicted in Figure (6-4) and Figure (6-7) occurs in the background of the
much larger zonal flow described in Section (6.2). Much of this overturning circulation
can in fact be attributed to meridional and vertical meanders of the predominantly
zonal streamlines.1 A net meridional transport is achieved, however, and its impact
oil the global ocean circulation is far from trivial.
Many studies have attempted to use observations to quantify the flux of water (and
its properties) into, and out of, the Southern Ocean. Figures (6-8), (6-9), and (6-10)
1In general, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current exhibits a gradual southward shift across the
Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific basins, and a strong northward shift (the Falkland Current) along the
eastern coast of South America.
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Figure 6-8: Temporal and zonal mean streamfunction calculated in isopycnal space
for the South Atlantic Ocean. The contour interval is 1 Sv.
show the meridional overturning streamfunction in the South Atlantic, South Indian,
and South Pacific Oceans. The South Atlantic overturning streamfunction (Figure
(6-8)) shows about 12 Sv of North Atlantic Deep Water entering the domain from
the South Atlantic. South of 270S this poleward flow mixes with denser deep waters,
with some of it entraining into the dense water outflow. Poleward of approximately
300 S the North Atlantic Deep Water inflow mixes with less dense surface waters,
entraining them and slowly increasing its transport to 18 Sv by 340S. Mass is balanced
by outflows into the Atlantic near the surface and at depth. These outflows have a
much tighter density class than the North Atlantic Deep Water inflow.
The circulation of the Southern Indian Ocean is quite complicated, as can be
seen in Figure (6-9). With the exception of a rather large poleward surface flow,
the circulation is characterized by a number of relatively small recirculations. The
circulation equatorward of 300S suggests a great deal of diapycnal flow and mixing .
The circulation of the South Pacific Ocean (Figure (6-10)) is no easier to interpret
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Figure 6-9: Temporal and zonal mean streamfunction calculated in isopycnal space
for the South Indian Ocean. The contour interval is 1 Sv.
than in the Indian Ocean. There is a surface cell of order 10 Sverdrups, which
continually gains buoyancy as its waters move equatorward. The buoyancy source is
most likely mixing from above with poleward flowing Ekman layer waters. A weaker
flow beneath this cell is subject to several deep recirculations. While the sinking
appears to happen primarily at, and equatorward of, - 300S in the South Indian
Ocean, the sinking in the South Pacific appears to be at all latitudes shown in Figure
(6-10). This is likely due to the fact that the latitude of the Subtropical Front is
relatively constant (N 40'S) over the South Indian Ocean. Over the South Pacific
Ocean, however, the latitude of the Subtropical Front ranges from - 450S in the west
to - 300 S in the east(Orsi et al.; 1995). One can imagine an increase in mixing found
at frontal locations. Since the South Pacific Ocean fronts exhibit large latitude shifts,
it is to be expected that mixing is found across a large latitude range.
Figures (6-8), (6-9), and (6-10) are used to compare transport values with those
from some of the most recent studies that infer transports from observations. The
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Figure 6-10: Temporal and zonal mean streamfunction calculated in isopycnal space
for the South Pacific Ocean. The contour interval is 1 Sv.
fluxes across N300S given in these studies, and in the Southern Ocean state esti-
mate, are given in Table (6.3). Transports from the Fine Resolution Antarctic Model
(FRAM) (Saunders and Thompson; 1993) are also included in this table. Water class
distinctions in the table (Ekman, thermocline water (TW), intermediate water (IW),
upper deep water (UDW), lower deep water (LDW), and bottom water (BW) water)
are non-uniform, and their associated density varies from study to study. This study
finds 300S to be a region of convergence (see Figure (6-7)) where poleward flowing
surface waters meet slightly denser equatorward flowing surface waters and cause
subduction. The complexity of dividing this region into separate water masses high-
lights the complexity of the Southern Ocean circulation. Nonetheless, an attempt is
made such that a comparison between the state estimate flow with common modeled
and observed overturning circulation patterns can be attained. For this study, the
potential density of the water classes at 300S are approximately:
< 32.6 kg/m 3
32.6 kg/m 3 < thermocline water < 33.2 kg/m 3
33.2 kg/mn3 < intermediate water < 33.6 kg/m 3
33.6 kg/m 3 < upper deep water < 36.5 kg/m 3
36.5 kg/m 3 < lower deep water < 37.0 kg/mn3
37.0 kg/mn3 < bottom water
Again, these classes are approximations and (listinctions will vary from basin to basin.
Note that these cutoff points would have been different if this analysis had been done
at a different latitude.
Loosely combining water classes in Table (6.1) allows a decent agreement between
the observational inferences and the state estimnate in the South Atlantic and South
Pacific Ocean. For exampIle, conlsidering the Southern Occan to Atlantic Ocean ex-
change, the ol)servations imply about 8 to 20 Sv of the upper three water classes and
about 0 to 7 Sv of bottom water leave the Southern Ocean to the Atlantic. These
ot)servations infer b)etween 13 to 23 Sv enter the Southern Occan as upper deep water.
The state estimate gives 5 Sv of upper density class waters and ablout 7 Sv of bottom
water (LDW+BW) leaving the Southern Ocean. These 12 Sv return as upper deep
waters. Within the several Sverdrup margin of error expected for the non-converged
state estinmate, this is consistent. The Pacific Ocean exchange is similar, though the
bottoIn water outflow is quite small. The Indian Ocean exchange is rather differ-
ent, though this is not surprising as Figure (6-9) depicts a complex circulation where
in-flowing and out-flowing water masses a.re not easily recognized.
It should be noted that open )boundary controls are inmplemented, but only the
temp)erature and salinity boundary conditions have thus far bteen ad1justed. The total
meridional transport out of the model domain is therefore dicta-ted b)y the ECCO-
GODAE global state estimate p)rescribed boundary conditions. Besides this pre-
scribed boundary condition, inmass sources alnd sinks in the miodel are minimnial. There
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Atlantic: Ekmani
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Atlantic: LDW
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Table 6.1: Fluxes out of (positive) and inito (negative) the Southern Ocean- in Sver-
drllups. Water class distinctions are intentionally vrague. The tal)le is ilitended to
allow comparison between the inodteled and olbserved overturning circulation lpat-
terns. ()nly the most recent observational estimates were used( in this table; Imalny
regional and older estimates were omitted (e.g. Brydein aind Be{al (2001); Macdonalds
(1998); Robbins and Toole (1997); Schmitz (1995); Toole aInd Warren (1993)). *From
Talley (2003): the first value uses Indian ()c.an velocities from Rollbbins and Toole
(1997), and the secondl value uses Indiani Ocean velocities from Reid (2003). Fine
R.esolution Antarctic Model (FRAM) transports are froim Saunders and Thompsoin
(1993). SOSE denlotes the Southern Ocean state estimate analyzed in this study. A
"?" in the estimate(d error row d(enotes error 1)un(ds were not readily accessil)le.
FRAM
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6
-20.5
1.5
-11
-4.5
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5.5
8
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-2.5
-21.5
14
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?
0
3
2
-12
2
5
-10
12
3
-5
2
-2
-12
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1
-9
3
-5
-11
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4
-23
9
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is a surface freshwater flux which allows evaporation and precipitation, and runoff
is prescril)ed at land boundaries, but one expects the net effect of these sources to
be insignificant compared to inter-ocean exchange. Therefore, to lowest order, the
model is constrained to the lower resolution ECCO prescribed northern boundary
conditions.
The prescribedt northern bound(ary conditions are taken from the ECCO-GODAE
10 state estimate. This is an improved solution to the global 20 state estimate pre-
viously carried out by the ECCO consortium. The time mean horizontal transports
were calculated from the 20 state estimate, and it was found that the transports
ha(l converged to those given 1)y independent lbox model inversions (Stammer et al.;
2003). It is therefore exp)ected that the transports impilied )by the northern boundary
contitions are of reasonal)le magnitudes. The structure of the prescribed transport,
however, may b)e largely inconsistent with what an eddy-permitting state estimate
would find. At the resolution of the model inl this l)roject, it is likely that additional
transport pathways have become available, both through the resolution of small scale
ocean (dynamics, an(d through the use of more realistic topography. Open boundary
controls should eventually bring the northern bound(ary condition into consistency
with the interior. At this point in the work, however, this has not happened. A
boundary condtition that p)rescribes the proper inter-l)asin exchanges in a 1' ECCO
state estimate may not prescribe the proper exchanges when interpo)lated to b)e used
in a 1/60 resolution state estimate.
6.4 Discussion
How are water masses a.n(d their p)roperties fluxed from one basin to another? We may
envision two pathway regimes. The first path is b)y d(irect current flows, e.g. bound-
ary currents or fila.ments of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. This mechanism
becomes apparent by looking at minean streamlines. The seconid inter-basin transl)ort
mechanism is transient e(lddy fluxes. The transient ed(hy transI)ort is not along stream-
lines; this transplort results from a, breaking of streanline filaments causing fluid to
move, possibly adiabatically, from one streamline to another. It is interesting that
the Ineridional circulation in the Southern Ocean state estimate is, for the most part,
weaker than observations imnply,2 yet the zoIal c1irc:ulatioII is Inuclh stronger. Perhaps
an inade(luate representation of the latter transl)ort mechanism (i.e. a, poor re)re-
sentation of streanline instal)ility processes) is preventing cross-frontal flows, and is
thus responsil)le for both these transport anomalies.
The mo(lel may l)e more dynamically stal)le than the real ocean. Insight into
how this model error may cause the transport discrepancies fomnd above (too low
meridional transplort and too high zonal trans))ort) is giViven bly three numerical calcu-
lation carried out by Olbers and Eden (2003) . These three numerical models of the
Southern Ocean all had the same wind stress appllied at the surface, and thus they all
had similar Ekman transport. The first experiment had an homogenous ocean and
a flat bottom. The onily way mass (and vorticity) could be balanced on circumpolar
streamlines was through a frictional bottom boundary layer. In this scenario the
transl)port of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current became much larger than ob)serve(l
(more than 600 Sverdrups), so that this bottom boundary layer could be effective.
Olbers and Eden then intro()duced more realistic bathymetry. Now the meridional Ek-
man flux couldl be more easily balanced by deep western boundary currents. In this
regime, where stretching of the water column (topographic 3) anid )bottom torques
are present, the Antarctic Circumlpolar Current transl)ort drops to a)lpproxiImately 30
Sv, a value much smaller than observed. In Olbers and Eden's last experement they
ad(de(d a density structure. In this regime a reasonab)le Antarctic Circumpolar Current
transport was found. The conclusion is that the l)aroclinicity of the Southern Ocean
is a key factor in d(etermining the Antarctic Circumlpolar Current transp)ort. They
found that vortex stretching within the water colunmn plays a significant role in the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current dynlamics, allowing the current to deviate from f/h
contours and( increasing its transp()rt.
From this result it may be inferred that the strength of the fronts in the South-
2 Co1mpared to other studies, the mIeridlional overturning in the Subpolar Zone is of reasonable
magnitude.
ern Ocean are a( dominant factor in determnining the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
transport. This finding is substanltiated lby the work of Gent et al. (2001), which
concludes that the Drake Passage Transport is set lby the strength of the meridional
Ekman transport at the latitude of the Drake Passage, and lby the strength of the
overturning circulation off the Antarctic shelf. One could infer that both these pro-
cesses actually act to (1) the same thing, that is, they )()th increase the strength of
the Polar Front. The strength of a, front cannot increase without bounds, however;
eventually instabilities will occur an(Id break d(own the steep isoycnals. A balance
occurs between surface forcing and( instabtility p)rocesses. This balance determines the
strength of the front, and thus the strength of )both the along-front zonal transport,
an(t the cross-front meridtional transp)ort. Model p)arameters are tuned to prevent nu-
merical instabilities, and in dloing so, m•ay suppress p)hysical instablilities of the flow.
Theoretical barotropic andl baroclinic insta.1)ility criteria (1o not involve diffusive or
viscous parameters (see Chapter 7 of Pedlosky (1987)), but that these model param-
eterizations (1o not damp out instability events is not oblviols. The inferences gained
from the work of Olbers and Eden (2003) imIlly that a model able to resolve strong
fronts, yet built to supl)prcss (tynamiical instab)ilities, is likely to find too high a zonal
transport. The strong fronts in this model may also cause a weakened inter-basin
exchange. Future work should investigate the instal)ility proce(sses occurring in the
model and reevaluate the pIarameterization coefficients used.
The ECCO 10 state estimate gives a reasonable Drake Passage transport. Three
possible reasons for this are, first, that the ECCO state estimate (does not resolve
fronts as well as the Southern Ocean state estimate p)reseonted(, and thus has a sig-
nificantly different zonal flow structure. Second, the topography of the ECCO state
estimate has been manually tuned (Lu et al.; 2002). Topography is very influential to
circulation, especially in energetic regions like the Southern Ocean (Losch and Wun-
sch; 2003; Losch and Heimibach; 2006). Third, the choice of eddy p)arameterizations
has been shown to have a great effect on the Drake Passage transport in numerical
models (Gent et al.; 2002; Hallberg and Guanadesikan; 2005). The Gent-McWilliams
Redi :oefficient in the ECC() state estimate is three order of ma.gnitudes la~rger than
that used in the Southern Ocean state estimate. It is not obvious which of these three
factors is the (tdoinIant reason for the transp)ort (liscre, pancy. Incorpo)rating b)ottom
to)pograp)hy and the Gent-McWilliams Redi along-isoplycnal mixing coefficient into
the control vector would l)e the b)est way to address this issue. Future work should
atteImpt to incor)porate these controls.
A domninant feature of the meridlional overturning streainfunctions plotted in Sec-
tion 6.3 is a significant cross-isopycinal flow over most depths and latitudes (see for
example Figure (6-7)). Significant diapycnial flow is confined to toplographically co()m-
plex b)oundary areas (Wunsch and Ferrari; 2004). A study b)y Garabato et al. (2004)
suggests that not only is the Southern Ocean full of these b)olundary regions, bult that
there influence can span distances of thousan(ds of kilometers. One concern this raises
is that if boundary regions can influence remote areas, could nl)physical processes
occuring at the open boundary (at 24.7°S) forcing the strong diapycnal flow noted
near 28°S? This concern aside, with the compllex topography and( strong flows in the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current, the work of Garal)ato et al. (2004) im)plies that the
results presented are feasible. Other ol)servational studlies have also inferred high
dtiapycinal mixing rates in the Southern Ocean. (Polzin and Firing (1997) found large
mixing near the Kerguelen Plateaun caused by interactions of the Antarctic Circumnpo-
lar Current with topography, anl(d Heywood et al. (2002) inferred large mixing in the
Weddell Sea from heat budgets.) The streamifunctions l)resente(l in Section 6.3 are
zonal integrals; future work must determine which regions contril)bute to the strong
diat)ycnal flow found in the Southern Ocean state estimate.
6.5 Conclusion
A high-resolution state estimate of the Southern Ocean has been produced. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. this state estimate has yet to reach what is deemed( compI)lete
consistenciy with ob)servations. Analysis of this non-converged solution, however, has
been insightful. More than d(rawimng onclusions, this work has raised (luestions.
A strong temporal correlation with a negligible time lag is found in the zonal
transport across mcridional sections. It is hypothesized that this is caused by atmio-
spheric forcing. Wind stress curl and buoyancy forcing combine to setup fronts in
Southern Ocean. Barotropic and baroclinic instabilities occur, redistributing buoy-
ancy and breaking down the fronts. A lbalance occurs between these processes and
sets the strength of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Thus wind and buo.yancy
forcing should be correlated with both the Imeridional redistribution of buoyancy and
the zonal volume transport. Future work should try to unravel these correlations.
Dense waters, 37.05 kg in - 3 < a2 <37.2 kg m- , are found at the northern bound-
ary of the domain. Plots of the meridional streamfunction (Figure (6-7)) show that
there is no clear path of this water from formation sites, which are located primarily
in the Ross and Weddel Seas, to this boundary. Besides determining what drives
the formation of the deep water, future work should try to determine how this water
reaches the subtropical oceans.
One discrepancy between the state estimate and previous work on Southern Ocean
transport is in the flow of bottom water, The state estimate finds a much lower out-
flow into the South Indian and South Pacific Oceans than what was implied from
observations. What is alarming about the state estimate solution in these regions is
the recirculation of bottom waters where denser water is found to flow poleward. It
appears that as deep water flows north, much of it loses buoyancy, sinks, and returns.
This seemis unpI)hysical, one imagines deep water gaining buoyancy as it flows equa-
torward alnd mixes with buoyant waters above it. A likely cause of this circulation is
topographic interaction. If deep water pathways are blocked, the water must recircu-
late, and this recirculation may occur over a very large area in the horizontal plane.
The deep water circulation features plotted are likely more of incanderings between
basins than an overturning. It is p)ossible that the flow pattern miay appear inverted in
the zonal average, even when careful care was taken to make the average along isopy-
nrials. This emphasizes, once again, that the Southern Occan circulation is complex,
and needs to ble considered in all three spatial dimensions. Future work must describe
the Southern Ocean volhune flux in all spatial dimensions. This description should
also include an accounting of where across-isopycnal mixing is significant. Prelimi-
nary work suggests comparing flow along isot)ycInal sections with zonally integrated
sections can provide great insight to the pathways of transport. Future work should
also scparate water masses more rigorously through analysis of their temp)erature and
salinity p)rolperties.
Much of what is known about the Southern Ocean comes from numerical models
(c.g.FRAM) that are not rigorously compared or constrained to data. This work
marks a step towards determining a model state of the Southern Ocean that is con-
sistent with data. There is still much work to be done in both progressing the state
estimate towards a more accepltable solution, and in answering the many questions
raised( throughout this thesis.

Appendix A
Formulation of the Residual Mean
Circulation
A formulation for calculating the residual mean streamfunction in vertical coordinates
was dterived( for temIp)orally constant flows by McIntosh and McDougal (1996). Lee
anid Coward (2003) appended a temploral ldependence to this (lerivation. A inmore
coImplete derivation of this formulation is given below.
The goal is to find the zonal iiltegral of the time inean flux of a, proIperty, C,
betweent two isolpycnal Layers, pl and P2, of (Pel)th z 1 aIn( z 2:
/"' 1z rj (x,y,pi ,t)
SfZ ) vCdzdtdx, (1.1)
X W T Z2(x,y,p2,t)
where v is the meridional velocity, 7 is the duration of the analysis period, and C is
any fluid plroperty in question (e.g. heat content). To deteriniie the volume transport
between the isopyciuals one would set C = 1.
To gain insight into the processes at work in this transport, vari)ables are separated
into mean components and perturbations froim the means: v = -+ v' = [H] + u* + v'.
Here an overl)ar d(enotes a time miean, a square br)acket (denotes a zonal inean, a prime
(den(otes a (deviation fromn the timne mean, anld an Iasterisk d(enotes a (deviation from
the zonal mean. This is also done for the isopycnal depth such that z,(x, yP, p ) =
,n + z, = [n] + z/* + ,. In the following calculation the assumption is made that
perturl)ation values are of higher order than the miean. That is, while barred and
bracketed variables are considtered 0(1), primed and starred variables are considered
O(c), where c << 1. The following calculation will be carried out to second order;
all terms of O(e ) will be neglected. The validity of this approximation is disclussed
below.
Separating the time meIan a.nd anonmaly in Equation (1.1), the first integral to
evaluate gives
v~dz = -z' v •d +f, z vCdz - fe+za vCdz.
vCdz1 = ftvCdz + ji 2 d7,vCoiz - f " zC~z (1.2)
A time mnean of this integral must be taken. For the first termi on the right hiand
side of Equation (1.2), this is simply
1o T7 z2 fZ
- vCdzdt (vCC + 7-v'C')dz.T1 (1.3)
Since z' denotes a sinmall deviation from i, the last two terms on the right handI side of
Equation (1.2) can )be valuated ly a, Taylor expansion about Z. The Taylor expansion
nIeed( only be carried out to second order as the integral is O(E) and, as stated above,
)(E3 ) terms are neglected. Thus the last two terms can be written as
- (vC)dzdt =- (vC) I+ (vC)z,(z - z-) + . dzdt (1.4)
V I T C' 7+ f7,
=(vC) z,. + (1/2)(vC),-z`2 + O(E3)
= C + T7 CIA + (1/2) (1 C)zz/2
Using the equation above, Equation 1.2 becomes, to O(e2),
1 J
(1.5)vCdzdt = (v• + v'C')dz+
v'z' + 1 C'z' + (1/2)(U C)~l) ) Z
+z/
2~
Now. in accordance with Equation (1.1), the zonal integral of Equation 1.5 is taken.
Ix J T [+z/
T 0JO k7Z[2 vCdzdtdx = J (v + v'C') dzdx (1.6)
+ Uv'z' ±+ C'z' + (1/2)(U C)n l dx
Zonal mean perturbations of time mean anomaly pcerturbations are neglected as these
are higher order.
vCdzdtdx = (E- + v'C) dzdx
x w(
+ L + Tyz C' -' + (1 /2) (1 C)z,/2)l,2_
(1.7)
Again , ],denotes a zonal mean, and thus L[ ], where L is the length of the integration
path, is the zonal integral. The fact that L is a function of z can be overlooked, as
the calculation to b)e made in this work will be in the limnit where z1 -* z2 , altnd thus
L can be approxilnmated as colnstanlt int dlepth.
The first termn on the right hand side of Equation (1.7) is evaluated ainalogously to
the time iliea.n calculation. This term is seperated into zonal IncaII ani(d perturbation
complonents such that the vertical integral beconmes, to O()2),
I+ Z2(-C + v 'C')dz ] ( + U  v'C')dz
++j ( ) dz [ -
-j 2
(1.8)
( v U)dz.
A zonal integral of the first termi on the right hand side of Equation (1.8) gives
( +v'C')dzd = L -7 [ TyU + [' C* I + 'C')dz.I. J (V ] U )1 z j (1.9)
A Taylor expalnsion is used to evaluate the last two terms of Equation (1.8), and
0 1
Ix It" +zf
(v C0) + ( C) ][ ( - [])+---dzdx
(1.10)
/ IV
= (v ,) I-* + (1/2)(2
W~t
L( I [i ] [ I + [ [* +(1/2) [(Ti 3)h*2 [-1]
using Equation (1.9), Equation (1.1) has become
J " 1 f [ZI
'- vCdzdtdx
xw z
L( [ C] + [7* - *] + [v'C'])dz
L([ ] r ] + ±[] [~*I ]
(1.11)
+ (1/2)[1( U )] 2  " )2
+ L [(Cv'z' + C'z' + (1/2)(: C)z'2 +)
Z2
+ O(3),
Now define h - zl- z2 = + z ••] + -* - 2- - . Note that =
] + 7* - [-] - 2- and then [] = ] - [2]. Keeping h finite, but taking the limit
where p1(x, y, z1, t) approaches P2 (x , y 2, t), such that zl z2 • z, Equation (1.11)
b)ecom(es
- vCdzdtdx =L
x T 12
S[7 TY] (l C] t + [T* '*] + [v'C'])
] [•'*] + r[**']+ (1/2) [ ±)z *2
h - C vZ' + C'z' + (1/2)(T C)0 2
8?Z
shows
J /X J·',+,~
L ] aa[-zlp
(1.12)
Xy [- ,]+ *
rw [
(U C)dzdx =
The no slip boundary condition imposed in the model allows one useful simplification
to be made to the last termi in Equation (1.11).
L (C v'z' +: C'z' + (1/2)(,U C)z•-2) (1.13)
= ( ) C v'( ' + C'Z' + (1/2)(T C)z••a2
- W )dz
-= H C v'z' + )'z' + (1/2)CU Cz2 dx
C• v'z' + / C'z' + (1 2) a)
-( _] z )
- L(C] v'z' + C'z' + -(1/2)( C C)Tz--2
Where it was assumed that h* is higher order so that only the term multiplied
1by was retained. The boundary terms arising from the above application of
the Leibniz integral rule are both zero, as T? and v't are both identically Zero on the
b)ounIdaries. Using Equation 1.13, Equation (1.12) becomes
-x J vzvCdzdtdx =L [hC] (1.14)
x w T 0 z2
= L [] (I[~ ) + [~* ~]* + [-C'])
+ L[h([] [C1'*] + [ ] *] + (1/2)[(• )]jz *2
+ L h]C v'z' + T C'z' + (1/2)(U C)Z/2i]
By dividing by [h] the volume weighted transport of C is derivewd. In other words,
if z1 and z2 represent the tol) and bottoin of an isopycinal layer, such that h is the
isopycnal thickness, then
L [hvC]/[h] = (1.15)
L [ [C] + [7P* +] [v'Cl])
+ L ([v] [C*,*] -+ [,] []**] + (1/2) [(/  ) v 2)
+ L[C v'z' + C'z' + (1/2)( )C) ] ( z2
is the time mean and zonally inltegrated average mecridional transport of C in the
isoptyciial layer. A imore practical, and p)erhaps more insightful, formulation comes
from a chanige of variables, z -- p. A Taylor expansion shows
S= - '/~pz + O(2)(1.16)
and
n = -p*/[z] - 0(2). (1.17)
L [h/vC [h L (] [C] + [*" C*] + [v'C'] (1.18)
+L/[~](-- [T] [p*-] - [- **] + (1/2) [(uC)]*2)
+L[- C v'p'/P - - c'p'/Pz + (1/2) (U C),P/2 I
The equation above can b)e llsed to analyze mleridional transport in the Southern
Ocean state estimate. The only assumption madel in its derivation is that perturba-
tions from the mean are small. When the vertical density gradient approaches zero
this assumption is violated. As can be seen from Equations (1.16) and (1.17), when
Pz is small, perturbations in the layer thickness can be of very large amIplitude. It is
to be expected that the anmalysis below will be robust over much of the ocean. There
are two regions in the Southern Ocean state estimate domnain, however, where Dp/&z
is very small and the formulation imay break down. These two regions are near the
Antarctic Continent (especially in the Ross and Weddell Seas), aInd in the surface
mixed layer. In these regions caution nmust be taken in evaluating the mIeridional
trlansport with this formulation.
For analysis of the volume transport C is set to 1,
L[hv]/[ h]= L [] (1.19)
+ L/[-] - [(**] + (1/2) [(U) z 2•,
+ L [ - v'p'/p~ + (1/2) (U)vz,2/ P
and an additional1 simplification can be made. Thermial wind shows that a zonal
menan of v, is of perturbation amplitude since
X 1_, [XE -g1x
V dx pdx = - p* (1.20)
, f Po ,, fPo X
making the third terri on the right handil side of Equationi (1.19) o(e6). Therefore
this termi should be neglected. Equation (1.19) becomes
L[h]/ ]= L[ (1.21)
+ L- v'p'/-p + (1/2) (U)zp/2 /Pz]
This equation is given as Equation 6.2 of Section 6.3. The reader is referred to
this Section for a physical interpr<etation of these terms as well as a recasting of 1.21
into the context of an overturning streamflfunction.
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